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SUMMARY 
A six-man, self-contained Electrochemical Carbon Dioxide (C02) Concentrating 
Subsystem was successfully designed and fabricated. It was a preprototype 
engineering model designed to nominally remove 620 kg (13.2 lb) C02/day with an 
inlet air CO partial pressun (pC02) of 400 N/m (3 mm Hg) and an overcapacity 
removal capdility of 12.0 kg (26.4 ib )  C02/day. The design specifications were 
later expanded to allow operation at Space Station Prototype [SSP) C02 Collection 
Subsystem operating conditions. 
A Parametric Test Program was successfully completed. The subsystem was tested 
over-g range of opefgtigg conditions, including hydrogen (H ) flow rates of 8.3 
x 10 30 22.2 x 10 m /S ( 5  to 13.3 l/min), procesi air ffow rates of 0.011 to 
0.029 m /s (23 to 61 scfm), pCO from 80 to 1025 N/m 0.6 to 7.7 mm Hg) , tempeTa- 
tures from 293 to 302K (675 to $SF) and current densities from 5.4 to 43 .A/= 
(5 to 40 ASF). The subsystem underwent endurance testing at SSP operating 
conditions for 189 days. Total accumulated operating time was 209 days. 
The subsystem was designed with electronic control and monitoring instrumentation 
to regulate performance, analyze and display performance trends, and detect 
and isolate faults. The control and monitoring functions were physically separated 
by housing the respective circuits in separate enclosures. 
Ground Support Accessories (GSA) were included to provide electrical power, pro- 
cess flui?.~, heat removal and parametric data displays allowing real time indica- 
tion of operating status in engineering units. 
A self-contained, Oxidizable Contaminant Removal Subsystem (OCRS) was designed, 
fabricated, tested and incorporated into the six-man CO concentrator's GSA to 
eliminate trace contaminants from the process air althoah the major portion or 
the endurance test was completed, as requested'by the National Aeronautics and 
Space AdminisCration (NASA), with the OCRS tamed off. 
A Prouuct Assurance Program incorporated Quality Assurance, Reliability, Yaintain- 
ability, Safety and Material Conformance. Activities included conducting a 
Design Review Meeting and preparing a Failure Mode Effects and Criticality 
Analysis (FMECA), a Fault Detection and Isolation Analysis (FDIA), a Single 
Point Failure Analysis (SPFA), a Safety Hazard Analysis (SHA), and Nonmetallic 
and Metallic Materials Lists. 
A parallel technology program verified baseline designs and advanced e1e:trochemical 
concentrator technology. This program included: an experiment to determine the 
water vapor pressure above aqueous solutions of cesium carbonate (Cs CO ); a'. 
245-day endurance test including parametric scans at SSP operating cgndftions bnt 
a three-cell submodule having the six-man baseline configuration, a five-part 
test pro on the one-man system after its 180-day endurance test under Contract 
NAS2-611PfP, a task to design, fabricate and inco~ ?orate electrochmiul module 
fault prediction circuits into the one-man system, the design and fabrication of 
(1) References cited are at the end of this report. 
d CO removal process efficiency computer; the design and evaluation of a humidity 
exchsnger, the evaluation of methods of using CO concentrator power, and the 
design, fabrication and evaluation of a module mgisture balance control. 
A program to design, fabricate, and test a self-contained, six-man C02 concentrating 
subsystem according to SSP specification was completed. The unit was delivered 
to NASA, Johnson Space Center (JSC), for testing with the other SSP subsystems. 
The report on the SSP.C02 Collection Subsystem is contained in a separate 
document (2) . 
A program to develop a steady-state computer simulation (mathematical model) of 
an electrochemical depolarized C02 concentrator wtf)completed. The results of 
this program are contained in a separate document . 
INTRODUCTION 
Under the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Contract NASZ- 
6478, Life Systems, Inc . devr '.oped two six-man, self-contained Electrochemical 
Carbon Dioxide Concentrating Subsystems. The first subsystem, referred to as 
the CX-6 (Carbon Dioxide Concentrator, Experimental, Six-Man Subsystem), was 
designed as a preprototype engineering mode 1 and experimentally characterized 
through extensive parametric and endurance testing. The second subsystem, referred 
to as the CS-6 (Carbon Dioxide Concentrator, Space Station Prototype, Six-Man 
Subsystem), was designed according to Space Station Prototype (SSP) specifications, 
was fabricated, assembled, and was design verification and accertance tested 
prior 1 0  being shipped to NASA JSC. 
The program consisted of three major phases of activities: 
1. Development of the CX-6. 
2. Incorporation of SSP operating condi for the CX-6 including, 
as a goal, SSP design spe ications and NASA Flanunability and 
Outgassing (CX-6 modified). 
3. Development of the CS-6. 
In parallel with the development of the two subsystems, activities were conducted 
to advance the technology of the electrochemical carbon dioxide (C02) reaoval 
method and to support CX-6 and CS-6 developments. 
To accomplish the above, the program was divided into seven tasks and program 
management functions. The specific objectives of the seven tasks were to: 
1. Develop a six-man, preprototype engineering model of the CO concen- 
trator (CX-6) capable of r e w i n g  6.0 kg (13*2 lb) CO /day k t h  an 
inlet CO partial pressure (pCOZ) of 400 Nh (3 r 4). The subsystem 
would ha& a designed CO raoval capability of 12.0 kg (26.4 lb) 
CO /day and include provzsionsto analyze perfonmce trends, 
ddect faults, isolate faults, and, In time, predict ta~lures. 
2 .  Fabricate Ground Support Accessories (GSA) for parametric pr  -! ' . fe 
testing of the subsystem. 
3. Implement a Product Assurance Program to integrate reliahllity, ma. i~ -  
tainability, safety, quality assurance and material contra1 concepts 
into the subsystem during the total development phase. 
4. Conduct component checkout, calibration, and design verification 
tests, subsystem shakedown and design verification tests, subsystem 
parametric or off-design verification tests, a six-month subsystem 
endurance testsand a series of rametric tests on the one-man C02 
concentrating subsysta (CX-1) ('' following the completion of its 
testing under ru'.QS2-6118 to obtain data on performance changes and 
degradation rates following extended operation. 
1 
5. Prepare a mini-Ftsliminary Design package relating the electrochemical i 
C02 concentra. Jr design to the SSP program. i 
i 
6. Conduct tests and analyses in parallel with the development to advance 1 
subsystem techno:ogy, design and performance, and, where appropriate, i 
evaluate new innovations. L 
i 
7. Develoz, a six-man. self-contained electrochemical CO concentrator 
according to SSP specifications (CS-6) to enable inc8rporation into 
the Air Revitalization Group (ARG) of the SSP Life Support System. : I 
Tasks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were concerned with the development of the CX-6 and 
parallel technology activities while Tasks 5 and 7 were limited to the development 
of the CS-6. 
This report enphasizes the activities associated with :he CX-6 and with the 
technology ta;ks. Only a brief summary of CS-6 activities is presented. A 
complete description of the CS-6 development activities is rresented in Reference 
2. 
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATOR SUBSYSTEM (CX-6) 
The CX-6 consists of two groups of hardware: the C02 removal hardware and the 
C02 instrumentation hardware. The C02 removal hardware includes all the electro- 
chemical and mechanical com~onents needed to continuously remove 6.0 kg (13.3 
lb) C02/day from a 101 kN/m (14.7 psia) atmosphere having a pC02 of 400 N/m (3 
mm Hg). The CO instrumentation hardware includes all the electrical and electronic 
; ! 
components and fensors needed to continuously control and monitor the CO 
removal process. In addition, this hardware has built-in provisions to heck 
out the monitoring instrumentation operability. 
I 
Subsystem Design 
Table 1 shows the desf.g.7 specifi~ations used for the CX-6. The table contains 
two columns. The firs: column shows the specifications to which the CX-6 was 
originally designed. " ' i i .3  second column shows SSP design specifications incor- 
porated during the second phase of the program. 
TABLE 1 SUBSYSTEM DESIGN SPEClPICATIONS 
CX- 6 CX-6 Modified I 
Number of Crew (Cont inwus) 6 6 
C3 Removal Requirements, kg/d (LbIDay) 
'Nominal (48-Hour Average) 6.0 (13.2) 6.0 (13.2) 
Maximum (4-Hour Duration) 12.0 (26.4) 9.3 (20.4) 
Cabin Atmosphere 
Total Pressure, kN/m2 (Psia) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Dew Point Temperature, K (F) 
O2 Partial Pressure, kN/m2 (Psia) 
CO Partial Pressure, l4/m2 (m Hg) 
'Nminal 
Operating Range 
ijiluent 
Process Air 2 Total Pressure, kH/m (Psia) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Dew Point Temperature, K IF) 
O2 Partial Pressure, kN/m (Psia) 
CO Partial Pressure, N/m2 (mm hg) 
'Nomina 1 
Operating Range 
Diluent 
Cooling Air 
Total Pressure, kN/m2 (Psia) 
Temperature, K (F) 
H20 Supply &midification) 
Pressure, kN/m2 (Psia) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Purity 
400 (3) 
0-2000 (0-15) 
Air Constituents 
400 (3) 
0-2000 (0-15) 
Air Constituents 
<400 (<3) 
200-400 (1.5-3) 
Air Constituents 
Ambient + 1.49 
(+ 0.22) 
Dew Point + 3.f 
(+ 6 )  
281-283 (46-5 
20.9-22.6 
(3.04-3.28) 
381 (2.86) 
200-385 (1.5-2.89) 
Air Constituents 
Ambient + 1.49 
(+ 0.22) 
Process Air. 
Dew Po!nt + 3.3 
(+ 6) 
Not Applicable(a) 
(a) The module's internal humidifiers were eliminated from the SSP design 
because of the closer tolerance on process air dew point specification, 
282 +1K (46 fa). 
(b) Per NASA JSC Specification SD-W-0020, "Potable Water Specifications," 
dated May 16, 1970. 
continued- 
i 
( 1  Table 1 - continued 
'I 
H2 Supply 2 
Tatal Pressure, kN/m (Psia) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Dew Point Temperature, K (F) 
HZ + CO Exhaust 
~ o t a f  Pressure 
i Electrical Power DC AC 
Purge Supply 
Type Gas 2 Pressure, kN/m (Psia) 
Coolant Liquid 
Type Fluid 
Pressure, kN/mZ (Psia) 
Temperatwe, K (F) 
Packaging 
Gravity 
Allowable Downtime 
Duty Cycle 
Ambient 
28 VDC 
120 VAC, 60 Hz, 
Single Phase 
H 0 
2a1  (35) 
280-282 (44-48) 
Self -Contained 
0-1 g (bl 
10 hlinic) 
Continuous 
28 VDC 
120 VAC, 60 HZ, 
Single Phase 
Self -Contained 
- (b) 0--- g 
(a) During the 189-day endurance t e s t  portion, the CX-6 was operated for2the 
f inal  1500 hours a t  elevated H + CO backpressures of up t o  31 W/m 
(4.5 psia) above ambient t o  d ,e ionr td te  operability of the electmchemicai 
modules a t  projected CS-6 operating conditions fo r  the SSP. 
(b) The 2X-6 must be designed without functional limitatior.; fo r  0 g application. 
(c) As a design goal and the  major reason why a two-loop concept was selected 
with each loop able t o  handle the  t o t a l  C02 removal load. 
(d) The SSP specification c i t e s  potential  o rb i ta l  On/Off cyc1i.c operating mode. 
A major difference in the two sets of specifications is the source for the 
process and cooling air. For SSP application, both process and cooling air are 
s~pplied from the Cabin Temperature and Humidity Control Subsystem (CTHCS) 
instead of directly from the cabir! atmosphere. This results in a narrower 
process air dew pcirtt range. 
Otkr significant specification differences were the allowable downtime and the 
process air inlet pCO . In the modified version, from 8 to 12 hours of downtime 
were specified while $he previous specificatioq called for less than 10 minutes. 
The decrease in inlet pCO from 400 to 381 N/m (3 to 2.86 nen Hg) resulted from 
crew distribution possibi$ities within2the SSP nodules. For any crew distribution, 
the pCOi must be maintained at 400 N/m (3 uun Hg) or less in any SSP module. 
Subsystem Design Concepts 
The subsystem was designed for self-contained operation, i. e., all those func- 
tions required to remove 6.0 kg (13.2 lb) CO /day are contained within the CX-6 
itself. Functions performed by other subsys$ems of a total life support system 
were simulated by GSA. 
For operation 3f the CX-6 under the original process air humidity range speci- 
fications, the(iperna1 cell humidification concept developed and tested for the 
one-man system had been selected. The modified specification limited the 
process air dew point to 282 21K (48 +-2F). Internal humidification was therefore 
not required. To maintain flexibility, however, the subsystem was designed with 
modules having internal humidification. For operation under the modified specifi- 
cation, the internal humidifier cavities were drained and the water supply was 
disconnected at the subsystem interface. 
To handle the maintenmce downtime requirement of less than 10 minutes the CX-6 
was designed with two loops, with either lcmp capable of handling the required 
6.0 kg (13.2 lbj C02/day removal rate. Maintenance could be performed on one 
loop while the other loop performs the CO removal function. For the SSP applica- 
tion with its mandatory longer maintenancg downtime of 8 to 12 hours, the n o -  
19op concept was not required. 
Subsystem. Features I 
Ihe following is a summary of features that were incorporated into the CX-6 design: 
1. Automatic system startup and shutdown with one button activation. 
2. A two-loop configsation to minimize chance of loss of the C02 removal 
function and subsequent impact on interfacing subsystems (C02 
reduction, water electrolysis, etc.). The goal was a maintenance 
downtime of 10 minutes or less. Each loop could operate independen~ly. 
3. Each loop was designed for a C02 removal rate of 6.0 kg (13.2 lb/day 
in an attempt to retain a subsysten CO removal rate of 6.0 kg (13.2 lb/day) 
even after 180 days of endurance operagion. 
4. Insitu maintenance at the individual cell level for increased sub- 
system reliability and longer module operating life without replacement. 
5. A two-minute automatic startjstop, fail-safe nitrogen (N2) purge. I 
6 .  klodules equipped with internal humidifiers to enable subsystem operation 
over a wider range of air inlet humidity. 
7. Ninety cells combined into two 45-cell modules to reduce auxiliary 
hardware requirements and to enhance subsystem maintainability. 
8. A hydrogen (HZ) bypass valve to permit continuous H flow to other 
subsystems, even though the CX-6 has both loops shut down, resulting 
in minimum perturbation of other life support subsystems. 
9. Quick-connects for all Line Replaceable Units(LRUs) and interface 
connections. 
10. A controller that maintains a constant C02 removal rate or regulates 
this rate to match requirements reflected in the observed pCOZ level. 
11. Liquid (water) cooling of the electronics. I 
12. Maintainable instrumentation divided into three types with separate 
power supplies for each and housed in separate enclosures: Control, 
Monitoring, and Built-In Checkout (BIC). 
13. DC-to-M= converters to electronically isolate the subsystem (protecting 
the electronics from 28-volt input noises and transients and prevents 
transmission of spurious failure signals to other instrumentation, 
equipment or subsystems) . 
14. A 28-VDC subsystem except for the two process air blowers and the two 
cooling air blowers which use 115V, 60 Hz. 
15. Sensor level maintainability. I 
16. Electronic circuitry designed to readily adapt to computerized con- 
trol and monitoring. 
17. Manual override on blower speed, module current and module temperature 
controls. 
18. Voting capability on the H2-in-air sensor 5y using three redundant 
sensors for output comparison; dual redundancy for the module temp- 
erat- re sensor by having two sensors with indication if sensor output 
of one differs from that of the other. 
19. Vented boxes for all electrical circuits. 
20. NASA Flammability and Outgassing ~~ecificstion(~) as a design goal. ; I 
Subsystem Operation 
Figure 1 is a simplified schematic of the CX-6 showing the two-loop approach. 
Tine subsystem operates as follows: process air is drawn through the modules 
from the GSA by staged centrifugal blowers. Blower speed, hewe, air flow 
rate is controlled through blower voltage regulation. Hydrogen and N purge 
gases are supplied from GSA. The H2 flow can be directed either throbgh the 
electrochemical modules or it can bypass the subsystem during shutdown of 
both loops. The two-loop paths of H2 and CO exiting from the modules are isolated 
by check valves. Static water addit~on to tie internal humidifiers (when used) from 
GSA equipment is automatically controlled as water evaporates from the 
humidifiers within the modules. The cooling air fans circulate cold air over 
external fins of the modules. The independent on-off cooling fan operation is 
determined by the temperature level sensed in the air exit manifold of the 
modules. 
Subsystem Control and Monitoring 
Three parameters are controlled during CX-6 operation: 
1 Individual sxbrnodule current since C02 removal rate is a direcx function 
of current. 
2. Module temperature to maintain the cells at proper moisture balance, 
i-e., to prevent cell dryout or flooding. 
3. Process air blower speed to enable operation at optimum C02 removal 
efficiency while maintaining cell temperature. 
There are two control modes: Mode A and Mode B. In Control Mode A, the three 
controlled parameters are manually set and autooatically maintained at the 
desired level independent of variations in other parameters. 
In Control Mode B, current, process air blower speed, and module temperature are 
automatically vzried as a function of external input signsls from the process 
air or cabin pCO and dew point sensors. The current level and air flow rate 
are controlled a5 a function of process air pCO . As cabin pCO, increases, 
reflecting insufficient CO removal, the currenz and process aif flow rate 
increase proportionally. 6odule temperature is controlled as a function of 
process air dew point and is maintained at a constant differential above the 
incoming air dew point for proper moisture balance within the cells. 
To enable performance trend analysis, fault detection and fault isolation, 
critical parameters of the CO removal process are monitored. Sensors are 
located throughout the subsys$em to identify when parameters fall outside tolerable 
limits. The sensor information is displayed on the instrumentation panels of the 
CX-6. It is used in manual isolation and identification of faulty components and 
conditions. The sensor information is also used in analyzing the trend of the 
C02 removal process. A self-checking feature of the monitoring instrumentation 
is also provided by means of the BIC unit. 
The relationship between the plumbing hardware and the control and monitoring 
instrumentation is shown in Figure 2. 
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Hardware Description 
The CY-6 was designed and fabricated based on a LRU and a Line Replaceable 
Component (LRC) concept. All major components such as modules, blowers, accumu- 
lators, valves, instrumentation enclosures, etc. are easily maintainable using 
minimum tools, fluid line quick-connects and electrical connectors. If a portion 
of an LRU can be maintained after its removal, it becomes a LRC of the LRU. The 
total subsystem consists of a series of LRUs mo~.ted in a supporting structure 
with interconnecting plumbing and wiring. 
The CX-6 was subdivided into 17 LRU's and 10 LRC's as shown in Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively. These tabtyy also show the maintenance accessibility of the 
respective LRUs or LRCs. Each LRU has a specification which completely describes 
it and its functior.. Appendix A contains a typical specification. 
The detailed subsystem schematic, including LRUs, is shown in Figure 3. Photographs 
of the assembled CX-6 are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The major LRUs are identified 
on the figures. Figure 6 is an installation drawing of the CX-6 showing the 
overall dimensions and identifying the interface locations. 
CO Removal Hardware 
-2 
The CO removal hardware consists of electrochemical modules, process air blowers, 
coolinf air blowers, H solenoid valves, H2 bypass solenoid valve, water solenoid 
valves, N solenaid ;afves , H check valves, water accumulators, process air 
filters, ind the H2 flow sensir and distribution mouniings. 
Electrochemical Modules. The function of the electrochemical modules is to 
remove CO, from the process air. Each of the two electr~c~enical modules con- 
sists of fhree 15-cell submodules, a process air inlet sensor, a process air 
exhaust sensor, two module compression plates, and a cooling shroud. The three 
submodules are retained between two module compression plates. The process air 
inlet and exhaust sensors are mounted to the compression plates. A removable 
front cooling shroud cover permits insitu cell maintenance of individual cells. 
The two 45-cell modules of the CX-6 are shown in Figure 7. 
The three submodules form common process air inlet and exhaust manifolds. Air 
flows in parallel through all 45 cells. Hydrogen and water for humidification 
(when used) are supplied separately to each of the three submodules. Hydrogen 
and C02 exhaust gas is vented individually from each submodule. 
Electrochemical Submodules. Each of the three electrochemical submodules consists 
of 15 individual cells retained between two stainless steel endplates. The 15 
cells are thermally insulated from the stainless steel endplates by two, quarter- 
inch thick polysulfone insulation plates to minimize thermal end effects. 
Figure 8 shows end views of two different 15-cell submodules, one with and one 
without its cooling shroud installed. 
Process air flows through the 15 cells in parallel while H2 flows through the 
cells in series. The cells are electrically connected in series. The humidi- 
fier cavities of the 15 cells are connected in parallel with water drawn into 
TABLE 2 CX-6 LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS 
Maintenance Access I tern Part No. 
No. 
- 
LRU No. Req. Front $cJ Left-Side 
- 
1 Module, Electrochemical 292 2 X X 
2 Blower, Process Air 297 2 ;(a) l(a) 
3 Blower, Cooling Air 296 2 X 
4 Valve, Solenoid, H2 274 2 
5 Valvn, Solenoid, H2 
6) ?ass 249 1 
6 Valve, Solenoid, H20 250 2 
7 Valve, Solenoid, N2 275 2 
8 Valve, Check, H2 290 2 
9 Accumulator, H20 235 2 
10 Filter, Process Air 248 2 
11 Instrumentation, Control 31 3 2 
12 Instrumentation, Monitor 314 2 
13 Instrumentation, Built-In 
Checkout 315 1 
14 Sensor, Fluid Flow 307 4 
15 Sensor, Differential 
Pressure, Hz-t6-Air 200 2 
16 Sensor, Differential 
Pressure, Air-to-H20 2 30 2 X 
17 Mounting, Hz Flow Sensor 
and Distribution 317 2 X 
(a) Number of LRUs accessible from designated direction 
TABLE 3 CX-6 LINE REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS 
Item Part No. Maintenance Access - 
No. 
- 
LRC No. Req. -.~-- Front - Back Left-Side 
1 Submodule 29 1 6 X 
2 Sensor, Process Air 
Inlet 327 2 X 
3 Sensor, Process Air 
Exhaust 326 2 X 
4 Sensor, Blower Speed 321 2 X 
5 PC(~) Card B2, 
Temperature Monitor 278 4 X 
6 PC Card B3, Gas Flow 
Monitor 279 8 X 
7 PC Card B4, Liquid 
Flow Monitor 280 2 X 
8. FC Card B6, Transducer 
Monitor 282 8 X 
9 PC Card B7, Voltage 
Level Monitor 283 2 X 
10 PC Card B8, Coolant 
Flow Monitor with Logic 284 2 X 
(a) PC = Printed Circuit 
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Li/l Systems, JWE. 
the cavities as required. For operation with the modified specification these 
cavities were drained and sewed only a; LC/?- sgacer:. 
Each af the 17 cells consists of three polysulfone parts (cathode frzme, anode 
frame aqd hwidifier cavity), two current collectors (cathode side and anode 
side) ar.d the electrode-electrolyte retaining matrix-electrode sandwich. The 
nickei current colleztars, with attached metal screen, form the two gas compart- 
ment s . 
A Teflon F reen-asbestos matrix-Teflon screen composite forms the humidifier 
membrzne a.1: sepsrates the air compartment from the humidifier cavity. Figure 9 
is a photograph of the cell parts while Figure 10 is a single-cell functional 
schematic. Table 4 lists ,ubmodule design data for the modified specification 
of the CX-6. 
Process Air Blowers. The function of the process air blowers is to draw air 
through the electrochemical module;. The CX-C has two process air blowers, one 
for each 45-cell module. The blowers are located downstream of the modules to 
e1im;nate the effects of air temperature zise caused by blower heat generaticn. 
The blowers selected for the CX-6 are multistage centrifugzl blowers. The 
blowers are foot-mounted, having electrical connectors and quick-connect inlet 
and outlet flanges for ease of maintenance. 
Cooling Air Blower,. The cooling air blowers blow precooled air over external fins 
c -  zne electrocheinical modules to mairtain module temperature at the desired 
level. Each 45-cell module has one blower. The blower is of the centrifugal 
type with a directly coupled induction motor. The blower is flange-mounted and 
has an electrical connector. 
Solenoid Valves. The CX-6 has four types of solenoid val-res: H2 bypass solenoid 
valve. " solenoid valve, N solenoid valve and water solenoid valve. The func- 
' '3 tion of .he H, bypass solenaid valve (one valve used in the CX-6) is to bypass 
the H flow fiom the oxygen (02) generation subsystem in cnse both loops of the 
CI-6 are shut down. This valve is a three-way, soltnoid-operated valve with the 
normally closed port connected to the H supply lines of the two mod.~les. This 2 insures fail-safe stoppage of H2 flow to the subsyste% in case of a power failure. 
The CIY-6 has two H, solenoid valves. Their function is to stop or provide H 
flow to the electrdchemicel modules. The valves are two-way, solenoid-cpera*ed 
and normally closed, again resulting in a fail-safe operation if power should 
be interrupted. 
The subsystem has two K2 solenoid vaives to pennit N purging of either or both 
loops during a shutdown. The ur.lves are two-way, solenoid-operated and normally 
open to permit purging dur'ng a :er failure. 
The CX-6 has two water sole~.oid valves, one for each of the 45-cell modules. The 
valves control the water fill of the water accumulators and are actuated by 
limit switches locatsd within the water accumulator. The valves are two-way 
solenof;-operated and normally closed. 
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TABLE 4 SUB?UlWLE CESIGN DATA FOR 
MODIFIED CX-6 SPECIFICATIONS 
N d n a l  Design Maximum Design 
Nominal Operating Conditions 
pC02 at Inlet, N I ~ ~  (mm Hg)
pCO at Exit, !4/m2 (ma Hg) 
cudent, A 
Current Density, .A/& (ASF) 
Module Temperature, K (F) 
Process Air Flow, m3/s (Scfb) 
Y2 Fln, m3/s (l/Min) 
Performance Characteristics 
Number of Cells 
C02 Removal 
kg/d (Lb/Day) 
kglh (Lb/Hr 
kg CO /kg 02, Transfer Index 
C02 ~ L o v a l  Efficiency, I 
A\-ersge Cell Voltage, V 
Heat Generated, W (Btu/Hr) 
O2 Consumed 
kg/d (LWDay) 
kg/h (LblHF) 
H20 Produced 
kgld (LbIDay) 
kg/h (LbI*) 
Reliability Data 
Failure Rate, FailureIHr 
MTBF, Hr 
Spares (No. of Modules) 
1.76 x 10'~ 
0.6 x lo6 
3 (180-Day Mission Profile) 
The gas-carrying valves u e  connected via quarter-inch tube fittings. The two 
water solenoid valves are equipped with double-endad shutoff, quick-connects to 
prevent gas f m  entering the liquid loop &ring mnintenance. All valves are 
equipped with electrical connectors. 
Check Valves. The fimction of the check valves is to isolate tk: P !MZ % mixtures exiting f m  the tw 1 modules. This enables mnintdce 
ta  be perfumed on one loop while the other loop 5s in aperation without allow- 
ing 7 gas to escape to the amasphere. Ihe chec'r valres operate . : = simple 
poppe 9 d  spring design with an O-ring seal and have a cracking pressure of 
2.3 W/a (1/3 psid) . The valves are mnmted via quarter- inch tube fittings . 
Water Accuwlators. The funct~on of the water accurulators is to supply feed water 
~t the required pressures to the humidifier cavities of the electrochemical 1 
dules. The &system has two accumulators, one for each 4s-cell module. The I . 
accuwlator uses a piston-cylinder arrangement with a rolling diaphnm seal. 
The required water pressure is provided by a spring and a reference pressure froo 
the mdule process air outlet. The water pressure is always kept below the md- 
ule process air pressure to prevent flooding of the air cavities. A permanent 
magnet mounted to the pistm actuates two micro-reed switches. These switches 
I 
trigger a circuit which controls automatic refilling of the accumlator by j ! 
operating the respective water solenoid valve. The filling is upon demand as I I 
water is required to humidify the air within the modules. I I 
The acmlator has an electrical connector for the reed-switch signals. 
Mechanical liquid connections are rade by quarter-inch qsick-disconnects with 
double-ended shutoff. The unit, therefore, can be replaced and anintained 
without allowing air to enter the fluid lines. Figure 11 shows an assembled and 
a disassembled water accmulator. 
Process Air Filters. The function of the process air filters is to rerove possible 
entrained liquid droplets fra the module process air exhaust. Moisture can 
only be present during operation with out-of-tolerance conditions at the process 
air interface or due to possible failure of a hmidifer membrane. 
The filter consists of a cone-shaped hydrophobic screen, 170-aesh Teflon, sup- 
ported by a 10-mesh stainless steel screen. The screens are mounted in a stain- 
less steel cylinder. Quick-connect flanges are used to attach =he filters 
directly to the process air exhaust sensor blocks downstream of the modules. 
Each loop has one process air filter located between the 45-cell module and the 
process air blower. Figure 12 shows an assembled and a disassembled process air 
filter. 
H, Flaw Sensor and Distribution Mounting. The function of the flow sensor 
3 4 and distribution rounting is to divide the incming flaw q u a  ly between the six subrodules of the CX-6. The unit also senses fl rate levels to each of 
the six sutmodules. Each loop of the subsystem contains one f l o w  sensor and 
distribution mounting. The mounting is a stainless steel ma 3 nud block that 
internally manifolds the Plow into three parallel flow paths using three 
orifices to provide equal "z law. 
FIGURE 11 CX-6 WATER ACCUMULATOR 
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" 3  flow sensors, located downstream of each of the three ctifices, consist I of tw electrically-matched thermistors wired externally to a bridge circuit 8nd ! 
amplifier to produce a voltage signal proportional to HZ f l a  rate. The six ! 
thermistors are threaded directly into the stainless steel housing and are wired 
to an electrical ccnnector. The mechanical connections to the mounting are made 
via quarter-inch tube fittings. I 
CO Instnmentat ion Hardware 
-2 
Instrumentation is needed in +he CX-6 for the following reasons: 
1. To control parameters wtuch mst be maintained at specific operating 
points or within specified ranges. 
I 
2. To control parameters which must track certain input signals provided i froP external saurces. i ? 
3. To control startup, shutdown and power-dawn rode sequences. I i 
4. To monitor safety-related parameters to protect equipment and persormel. I I 
5. To montior parameters for trend analysis and fault isolation. I 
i 
6 .  To provide readouts of subsystem parameters in engineering units on 
the Ground Checkout Unit (GCU). 
The CO instrumentation M u a r e  was designed to operate from 28-VDC power. 
Only tge four blowers in the a - 6  use 115-VAC, 60 Hz p e r .  Beeawe of the fro- 
 loo^ design concept, two ideaticel contra1 and two identical monitoring instnnen- 
tation packages were used. A single BIC package is capsble of checking all of 
the monitor cards in both monitoring instrumentation packages. The five instru- 
mentation packages are shown in Figure 4. 
I 
The two packages on the top shelfwith the indicators on their front panels - i ! 
contain all monitor instnrnentation circuits. Located between these two pack- 
ages is the BIC package. Belaw these, on the s e c d  shelf, are the two packages 
which contain all system control circuits. Also visible in this figure are the 
circuit breakers and the manual =ART-SKIP pushbuttons. 
j 
~esidos the control, monitoring and BIC instnmentation, the CO instnmentatitn ! hardware consists of a variety of sensors. The fluid flow sens8rs and H -to- 
air and air-to-water differential pressure sensors are W s .  The pmcesf air 1 
inlet and exhaust sensors and the blawer speed sensors are LRCs. j 
Control Instmentation. The control instrumentation provides the circuits for 
automatic start sequencing with delayed module current, automatic shutdown 
sequencing with N purge, automatic control of module current and temperature 
and blower speed aontrol with provisions for -matic or -1 adj ustnents. 
aescription. Tm, control instrumentation packages are rquired, one for 
each of the two loops. The control instnmentation is contained in an anodized 
aluminum enclosure designed to be mounted with quick-connect fasteners to a cold 
plate. Each of the two packages has its own power supplies. The enclosure has 
four electrical connectors on its outside surfaces. Figure 13 is a photo of the 
control irutrmmtatian p.cluge with its front cover removed. The mmpmeats of 
the contml instnmntation package are l isted in Table 5. Figme 14 is a photo 
of the six Printed Circuit (PC) cards of the contml instnmentatian. 
3 
The cmtrol ins tm~mta t ion  package contains three renurrl/urtautic switches and 
three rmrul 8djust.ent controls. These controls us m l l y  covered by 8 
front panel as shown in  Figure 4. The front cover is w a d  to  provide access 
I 
t o  the controls during parametric testing. 
f 
I 
Operation. Figure 15 is a block diagram of the control instnmntation. 
The f i r s t  control system sham across the top is the closed-loop current control 
for the three subodules. One input se t  point is used to  simlt8neously control 
1 
i i 
the three currents. - .  
The electrochsllical lodules generate voltage during operation. Each subrodule 
is cmected through a current measuring shunt t o  a load transistor. The shunt : I 
signal and an input set  point signal are capusd and the difference between 
these two signals is used to  drive the load transistors. In the -1 d e  , , (Mode A), the set  point signal level is detenined by the manual adjustment ! 
setting. In the automatic mode (Mode B), the signal is derived from an external i 
pCOZ sensor. . I  I 
f 
The second control system, shom in  Figure 15, is an open-loop speed control for 
the process air blower. The speed control logic contains phase-shifting, pulse- 
generating circuits to  drive the p e r  control TRUC. This results in a vari- 
able voltage supply for the process a i r  blower adjusted either munially or auto- 
matically. In the la t ter  the signal is derived from the pCOZ sensor. 
These two systems can be used i n  b d e  B t o  control mdule currents and process 
air blower speeds siutltaneously, bud on one external pCOZ smsor or ccmputer- 
generated signal. 
The third control system, shom in  Figure 15, is the rodule temperature control. 
This closed-loop camtrol capares the module temperature (as measured by them- 
istors i n  the process air exhaust sensor) to either a - or externrrl input 
signal and turns the cooling blower on and off t o  control module temperature. 
The las t  control system, shown in  Figure IS, is the sequence control. It controls 
sequencing of the five solenoid valves, application of current t o  the modules, 
and power to  the process air blowers i n  response to  manual STA#r/RESET or STOP 
signals, or automatic shutdawn signals from the monitoring instmaentation 
- I package. I t  also provides au t aa t i c  reset signals to  the monitoring instnaentation 
pickage during startup. An automatic shutdown or a manual STOP signal initiates 
an au taa t i c  N2 purge sequence 
Monitoring Instruentation. The monitoring instrumatation provides safety 
measures for personnel and'equipwnt thruugh automatic shutdam features and 
trend analysis capabilities. - 1t also aids-in detecting and isolating faults to  
the WW level. The monitoring instrumentation provides the circuits which 
I 
FIGURE 13 CX-6 CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE 1 29 I ! 
I! - t 
- 
TABLE 5 CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE COMPONENTS 
PC Card Assembly 
Card No. Name 
-
A1 Control Instrumentation Power 
A2 Purge and Shutdown Logic 
A3 Start and Reset Logic 
A (a) Load Control 
AS Temperature Control 
A6 Speed Control 
No. Reqd. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 
TOTAL 6 
28V Input DC/DC Converters 
?. 
Output Voltage Major Use No. Reqd. 
+ 15 Amplifiers, Oscillators 1 
+S Logic 1 
+24 Lamps, Relays, Solenoid Valves 1 
- 
TOTAL 3 
Heat-Sink Assembly 
3 Load Transistors 
3 Load Transistor Driver Transistors 
4 Solenoid Valve Driver Trsnsistors 
4 Solenoid Valve Diodes 
2 AC Thyristors 
3 Current Shunt Resistors 
(a) double-width card assembly 
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monitor module tenperature and control instrumentation temperatures; Hz, pro- 
cess air, cooling air, and liquid coolant flows; H2 and water pressures; individual 
voltages; and process air contamination. The levels of the monitored parameters 
are displayed on the Trend and Fault Analysis Panel, a part of the monitoling 
instrusentation package. 
Description. Two monitoring instrume;ltation pac!*.ages zre required, oile for 
each of the two loops. The monitoring instnrmentacion is contained in an 
anodized aluminum enclosure and is mounted with quick-connect fasteners to 
the CX-6 frame. The enclosure has six electrical connectors on top. Each 
of the two packages has its own power supplies. Figure 16 shows the inside 
of a monitoring inetrumentation package. 
Figure 17 is a photo oi the Trend and Sault Amlysis Panel on the frant cover of 
the monitorin2 instrumentation package. The readouts on this panel are indicator 
lamps in five colirmns: G, As FR. R and Sensors Differ. (G is green, A is amber, 
FR is flashing red and R is red.) These ztand for the noimal, caution, warning 
and %lam levels, respectively. TI.e lights on this panel provide pasitive 
indicatioa of norm1 operation,as wall es lock-in or rtorage to prevent a momentary 
caution, warning or alarm Zrom going mdetected. The pmel contains a pi-sh-to- 
test tutton to check for lamp status. 
Table 6 lists the components of the monitor2.ny :-.ctrmentation pact . Figure 
18 is a photc of six typical monitoring i -' I .;( ,.ation PC cards. 
Operation. Table 7 lists the parameters monitcrec! and the levels at which 
the Trend and Fault Analysis Panel lights switch from greel. to ainber, amber to 
cClashiIIg red and for subsystem critical pUameters from flashing red to red. 
When a red level signal is reached the CX-6 is automatically shut down. The 
outputs from the monitori-g instrumentation go to lour places: Trend and Fault 
Analysis readouts, control instrsnentation for automatic shutdown purposes, a 
Subsys tern Status Summary Panel, and ground checkoqt equipment for parameter 
readout in engineering units. 
The circuits required for monitoring one specific subsystem parameter are contained 
on one FC card. All monitoring instr~,mentation cards are basically the same. 
The only differences are the signal conditioning circuit, the number of levels 
in the level detection and storage area, and the direction fcr trend. Figure l? 
is a block diagram of typical monitoring instrumentation PC card. 
A switch circuit is used to select either the signal from a sensor or an artificial 
sti,nulus from the BIC equipment. The signal is then sent to the signal conditioning 
circuit. In some cases the signal conditioning function is performed at the 
sensor level thus eliminating the need for the signal conditionii-g circuit. All 
signal conditionir,;; is designed to produce a 0 to 5 volt DC signal as the parameter 
Leing monitored varies over its ilormal range. 
Following tho signal conditioning circuit are either two- or three- level detector 
circuits which can detect either increhsirig cr decreasing levels. These circuits 
breck up the analog signal into three or four ranges. The level detector output 
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FIGURE 17 CX-6 MONITORING 1NSTRLII.IENTATIOPU' SHOWING 
I 
TREND AND FAULT ANALYSIS PANEL 
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TABLE 6 WINIMR INSTRINEWATION PACKAGE C- 
PC Card Assembly 
Card No. 
B : 
B2 
B3 
B l l  
Nus 
- 
Wonitor Ins tnr tn ta t ion  Power 
Temperature k n i t o r  
Gas Flow Wonitor 
Liquid Flow Cbnitor 
Three-Sensor Voting Logic 
Transducer Outplt k n i t o r  
Voltage Level Uonitor 
Cooling Flow Wonitor 
Sensor Scan Control Logic 
Scan Counter and Relays 
Status Indicator Logic 
Trro-Sensor Discrepancy Detector 
B13 Process Efficiency Corprter 
TOTAL 
28V Input DC/DC Converters 
htyt Voltage Major Use 
2 15 Amplifiers, Level 
Detectors, Multipliers 
+5 Logic 
+24 Lamps, Relays 
(a) aouble-width card assembly 
No. Reqd. 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
- 
22 
No. Reqd. 
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is connected to a storage circuit that keeps track of signals which have wtcbeded 
leveis and then returned. The level &etector outputs are also connected to the 
subsystem status slnagrv logic which, in turn, is used to drive a Subsystem 
I Status S w ~ y  Yan=l, The storage output, along gith the level detector output, 
is connected to logic and laup driver circuits which feed the indicator lamps on 
8 2hz TF~RC and Fault Analysis Pknel. 
A storage reset is obtained by operating the START/RESET pushbutton on the i 
subsystem control panel. To test the lamps, a lamp test input is provided to 
the lamp drivers. An oscillator signal is provided to the lamp drivers for the 
flashing red indication. The two switches connected to the storage, the logic 
I and lamp driver outputs and the malfunction flag indicator are part of the BIC equippent and are discussed below. I Individual cell voltages are monitored sequentially by a scanning circuit. Each 
I monitoring instrumentation package scans 45 cells. Two critical parameters in each loop (i.e., module tearperatme and H -in-air) are monitored with redundant 
I sensors. The redundant sensor signals arg compared within the monitoring instru- I 
I mentation package. Out-of-tolerance deviation between signals illuminates the I 
I respective "Sensors Differ" lamp on the Trend and Fault Analysis Panel. . . I 
I 
Built-In Checkout (BIC) Instrumentation. The BIC instrumentation is a small, 
special-pqose computer designed to autamatically check the perfomance of the 
monitoring instrumentation circuit cards (B2, ~3,- B4, B6, 37 and 88, see Table 
6). The BIC accomplishes this sequentially by testing one card at a time. Also, 
the BIC has automatic or manual test sequence initiation. 
i 
Descri tion. Only one BIC is used to check out both monitoring instnren- 
t a t i o d  m e  BIC instrumentation is contained in an anodized aluminum i 1 
enclosure and mounts with a quick-connect fastener. The container has three i 
electrical connectors on its top surface. The components of the BIC are listed I 1 i 
in Table 8. Figure 20 is a photo showing the BIC instrumentation in relationship 
to the control and monitoring instrumentation packages. i I 
Operation. The function of the BIC instrumentation is to test the monitoring 
instrumentation circuit cards. One card at a time is sequentially selected by a 
I 
two-wire-per-card, decimal-selection system. The card-select signal connects 
i 
I 
the input and output switches to the artificial stimulus and test comparitors, 
respectively. 
I  
- f 
For each card selected the test sequence continues as follows (see Figure 19): I 
1. The information contained in the storage circuit is transferred to a 
temporary storage area in the BIC. 
2. The storage on the selected card is reset. 
3. The artificial stimulus is stepped through three or four levels, as 
required, and then returned to the green level. 
TABLE 8 BUILT-IN CHECKWT INSI'RIE(EHTATI0N PACKAGE C O W P O ~  
PC Card Assembly 
Card No. N a ~ e  
-
C 1 Output Selector and Comparator 
C2 Reference I n p t  Selector 
C3 PC Card Selector 
C4 BIC Test Control Logic 
CS Reference Signal Generator 
TOTAL 
28-Volt Input DC/DC Converters 
Output Voltage Major Use 
215 Bias and Reference 
Signal Generators 
+ s  Logic 
No. Reqd. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
- 
6 
No. Red. 
1: FIGURE 20 CX-6 INSTRLMENTATION PACKAGES 
4. The card output levels are compared to proper levels by the test 
comparitor for each input. 
5. The card storage circuit is reset. 
6 .  The temporarily stored information is returned to the card from the 
BIC storage. 
7. The card select code is changed and the next card is selected. 
If, at any time during the test, an improper response is received from the card, 
a flag signal is sent to the card to light the malfunction flag indicator on the 
card. The flag signal is also sent to an indicator on the monitoring instnnnenta- 
tion Trend and Fault Analysis Panel. 
Sensors. There are seven types of parameters monitored by the CX-6 sensors: 
temperature, flow, blower speed, pressure, Hz-in-air, current and voltage. The 
sensors monitor and convert parameter levels (except voltage and current) into 
electrical signals which are processed by the instrumentation. Table 9 is a 
list of the CX-6 sensors. The table shows the function, type, range, location 
and use for each sensor. 
Temperature Sensor. The function of the temperature sensor is to convert 
temperatures in the range of 283 to 311K (50 to 1OOF) to an electrical signal 
which can be processed by signal-conditioning electronics into the desired 0 to 
5 volt range. 
The temperature sensors used in the CX-6 system are glass-coated, bead thermistors 
with a resistance of lOOK ohms at 298K (77F) mounted in threaded metal rods. 
Thermistors are stable, have large responses to temperature changes and do not 
require a reference temperature device. The glass-encased thermistor is resistant 
to chemicals and has a fast responce time. 
Flow S~rlsor. The function of the flow sensor is to monitor the flow rate 
of th-sz fluids. Each flow sensor consists of two thewistors mechan- 
ically identical to the temperature sensors but with an electrically lower 
resistance 2,000 ohms at 298K (77F). The two thermistors are electrically 
heated by passing a current through them. Both heated thermistors are exposed 
to the .fluid but only one extends into the flowing stream. The other thermistor 
is mounted in a stagnant fluid zone. As a result, the flowing fluid will cool 
the sensing thermistor but not the reference thermistor. 
The temperature difference between the two thermistors will increase as the 
fluid flow rate increases. This temperature difference is converted to an 
electrical signal. Ambient temperature changes in the flowing fluid will not 
significantly affect the signal level because both thermistors will experience 
the same temperature change. 
Blower Speed Sensor. The function of this sensor is to lroaitor the rota- 
tional shaft speed of a blower. A toothed wheel is mounted an the blower shaft. 
As the wheel rotates, it passes by the sensing end of a magnetic, variable re- 
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luctance pickup, producing an electrical pulse for each tooth. This signal is 
converted to a voltage which is proportional to the blower speed of 0 to 377 
rad/s ('I to 3600 rpm) . 
Pressure Sensor. The function of the pressure sensor is to convert pres- 
sures to electrical signals to be used $n monitoring circuits. The pressure 
transducers operate over 0 to 34.5 kN/m (0 to 5 psid) differential pressure 
range, are powered by 24 MC, and provide an internally conditioned, 0 to 5 volt 
output. 
H -in-Air Sensor. The function of the H -in-air sensor is to detect the 
prese~$e of small quantities of H in the pro8ess air as it leaves the modules. 
This sensor is designed to operat$ in the 0 to 2% H2-in-air range. 
Each H -in-air sensor consists of two thermistors. A platinum catalyst is 
attachtd to the sensing end of one thermistor. Both thermistors will indicate 
identical temperature levels when they are exposed to air containing no H . As 
small amounts of H2 are introduced into the air, the exothermic reaction 8f the 
H and 0 will occur on the catalyzed thermistor. The temperature of the catalyzed 
tiermist& will then increase above the temperature of the uncatalyred thennisror. 
The difference in temperature between the two thermistors is converted to an 
electrical signal by circuits in the instrumentation equipment. 
Plrrent Sensor. The function of the current sensor is to measure submodule 1 
curre'its and convert them to a voltage which is used in the current control 
system. The current sensors are precision-resistors used as shunts. These 
i 
i 
! 
shunts are loca ; in the control instrumentation package. i 
Voltage Sensor. The function of the voltage sensor is to monitor the cell 
and submodule voltages. All 90 cell voltages are monitored by means of a scan- 
ning system built into the monitoring ins~rumentation. The voltage sensors are 
simply voltage taps on the cells of each submodule. 
i 
Sensor LRUs. The sensor types descriked above are contained in several LRUs and 1 
LRCs. Some contain more than one sensor. The following sections describe these ! 
sensor assemblies. 1 
Fluid Flow Sensor. The function of the fluid flow sensor LRU 307 is to 
measure the cooling air flow to the modules and the liquid coolant water flow to 
the CX-6 cold plate. Each sensor consists of two flow sensor thermistors mounted 
in a specially machined fitting. 
There are four fluid flow sensors used in the CX-6, two in the cooling air flow 
paths (one per lo33p), one in the primary liquid coolant loop and one in the 
redundant liquid coolant loop. 
To maintain the LRU concept tho sensors have electrical connectors and require 
only a wrench for removal. An O-ring seal prevents fluid leakage of the 
flow being measured into the atmosphere. 
Figure 21 shows the two fluid flow sensors installed in the liquid coolant 
lines. 
FIGURE 21 INSTALLED FLUID FLOW SENSOR 
Differential Pressure - Sensor?. There are four differ~ntial pressure sensors 
used in the CX-6, two each of two types. Two sensors (LRU 230) are used to 
measure the air-to-wata-r differential pressures, one in each loop, and two 
sensors (LRU 200) are uscd to measure the H -50-air diffxential pressures, also 
one in each loop. Off-the-sl,cli ~ifferentif 1 pressure transducers with bui :twin 
signal conditioning were used. The four transducers were bulkhead-mounted 
having having quarter-inch tube fittings for the gas line connections and double- 
end shutoff quick-connects for the liquid line connections. 
Process Air Tnlet Sensor. The process .ir inlet sensor, LRC 327, performs 
two functions: it supplies signals to the process air flow rate indicatio~ on 
the Trend and Fault .4nalysis Panel, and supplies a temperature signal to the 
GS .... The flow sensing is accomplished through a matched pair of flow thermistors 
while the process air temperature is sensed with a temperature thermistor. 
The CX-6 has two process air inlet sensors, one mounted in the process air 
stream to each electrochemical module. The sensors are mounted with four bolts 
to blocks attached to the module compression plates. A gasket seal isoiates 
the process air st& earn from the atmosphere. 
Process Air Exhaust Sensor. The process air exhaust sensor LRC 326 performs 
functions: it senses the presance of H, in air, ana zznses module temperature. 
Figure 22 i; a photo of a process air 6xhaust sensor. The sensor co&ists of 
three H -in-air sensc.xs and two temperature sensors. The three i-4 -in-air sensors 
are use4 to generate signals for voting logic and to drive indic~zors on the 
Trend and Fsult Analysis Panel. One of the two module temperature sensors is 
used for module temperature control while the output of the other is used to 
supply signals for the indicators on the Trend and Fault Analysis Panel. 
The CX-6 has two process air exhaust sensors, one each mounted in the process 
air stream from each of the two electrochemical modules. The sensors are mounted 
with four bolts to blocks attached to the module compres~ion plates. A gasket 
seal isolates the process air stream from the atmosphere. 
Blower Speed Sensor. The function of the blower speed sensor, LRC 321 is 
to measure the rctational speed of the process air blower. Two blower speed 
sensors are used in the CX-6, one for each process air blower. The sensors are 
bolted to the process air blower housings. 
GROUND SUPPORT WCESSORIES (GSA) 
Various items of support equipment were designed, built and used in the oper~tion 
of the CX-6. T!-,eir function was to s~pply the fluids, electrical inputs, controls 
and instrumentation displays required for parametric and endurance testing of 
the CX-6. Six GSA were provided: 
1. Fluid Supply Unit (FSU) 
2. Air Supply Unit (ASU) 
FIGURE 22 PROCESS A I R  EXHAUST SENSOR 
1 
3. Coolant Supply Unit (CSU) 
4 .  Power Supply Unit (PSU) 
5. Ground Accessories Control Unit (GACU) 
6. Ground Checkout Unit (GCU) 
A block diagram of the GSA is shown in Figure 23. 
Fluid Supply Unit 
All components of the FSU are housed in a single cabinet. The flows and pressures 
of water and gascs used by the CX-6 and the GSA are controlled and monitored 
from the control panel st the front of the cabinet as shown in Figure 24. The 
FSU supplies fluids to the ASU and CX-6 for the following requirements: 
ASU 
C02 - t3 ~aintain desired pC02 in the CX-6 process air loop 
H20 - to maintain desired dev point in the CX-6 process air loop 
C2 - to maintain p02 at 212 in tne process air loop (closed loop 
operat ion) 
Air - to mainzain desire6 total air pressure (leakage makeup in 
closed-loop operation) 
Hz - for depolarization of the cell anodes 
N2 - for purging of H2 lines and anode gas cavities after either 
or botn loops of the CX-6 have shut down 
i H20 - for internal humidification (when required) 
The FSU contains solenoid shutoff valves for C02, O2 and N2. The N2 solenoid 
valve is a normally open type. Normal operation of the N2 valve is controlled 
by a battery-powered circuit to provide properly terminated N purge during a 
line power failure. A complete power failure (i. e. line and 8attery) will cause 
a failsafe continuous N purge of the CX-6. The C02 and O2 supply valves are 
normally closed and wilt shut off gas supplies during a power failure. 
Tap water is supplied to the FSU. Water used for CX-6 internal humidifiers 
passes through two !on exchange resin cartridges located in the FSU to remove 
anions, cations and dissolved CO Tap water is directly routed from the FSU to 
the ASU. 2' 
The FSU contains an H humidifier capable of delivering H2 having a dew point 
from 280K (4SF) to amkent temperature. 
Lip Sptcms, lac. 
FIGURE 24 FLUID SUPPLY UNIT FRO?;T PAVEL 
Air Supply Unit 
The ASU supplies process air to the CX-6 at the desired pC02, $I , taperatme 
and dex point. The lmcess air loop flowing through the CX-6 d the ASU can be 
operated in either a closed or open loop unner. In the closed loop operation, 
air is recirculated and only make-up gases are added. In open loop opemtion 
the ASU conditions ambient air to the desired pCO temperature and dew point. 
The process air exiting the CX-6 is returned to Aient. 
3te major components of the ASU u e  a cabin siulator tank, a temperature and 
imidity controller, instrmentation and piping and valves. 
Cabin Siulator Tank 
This tank has been fabricated f r a  cleahalf-inch plexiglas with a volume of 
0.40 r3 (14 ft3). It serves as a mixing chamber for make-up gases that are 
added to the process air. Its voluw allows for added control during transient 
periods. The tank interfaces with the Oxidizable Contarinant Rauval Systcr 
(OCRS). When operation with the OCRS is desired, 4.72 x 10-3 r3/s (10 scfrj of 
air is continuarsly circulated thmugh the OCRS and back to the tank to maintain 
levels of trace contaminant within acceptable ranges. The OCRS is discussed in 
more detail on page 83. 
Temperature and Humidity Controller 
The temperature and h\niditjr controller maintains process air dry bulb and dew 
point temperatures by sequentially saturating, condensing and heating the process 
air. 
Instrumentat ion 
D-e pCO , htimidity, total pressure and temperature of the process air are sensed 
at the ;Inlet and outlet of the W(-6. Total air flow is maswed with a Pitot 
tube and slant manometer upstream of the CX-6. 
Piping and Valves 
Three-inch polyvinylchloride (WC) pipe, two-inch flexible duct and PVC ball 
valves were used to interconnect the major crpaanents. 
Coolant Supply Unit 
The functions of the CSU art to supply liquid coolant to the CX-6 instnnbentation 
cold plate and to provide a cold air source for cooling of the CX-6 modules. 
Liqyid Loop 
A self-contained, refrigeration unit ~ u ~ l i e s  chilled water to the CX-6 interface. 
This unit can supply up to 7.57 x 10- m /s (12 gpm) of coolant at 274.7K (35Ff. 
Air Loop 
A standard air conditioning unit controls the temperature and circulates cooling 
air through an external plenim. Cooling air is drawn from and returned to this 
pleiwn by the CX-o,as required for cooling the electrochemical modules. This 
unit can supply up to 0.189 m3/s (400 scfn) of cooling air at 278.6K (42F). 
Power Supply Unit 
The function of the PSU is to supply electrical power to the CX-6 interface. 
The FSU consists ~f a 115-VAC, 60-Hz, single-phase power supply and two identical 
AC-powered, 26-VCC power supplies, each capable of generating 25 amps. The two 
26-*JM: supplies are connected together with diodes so that with a failure in 
one, the other will take over aiitomatically. Protection against building power 
faiiure is provided by a 28-\iDC battery supply designed for 20-minute control 
operation. The batteries are recharged from the standby DC power supply upon 
resumption of the normal line power. 
Ground Accessories Control Unit 
The function of the GACU is to control the GSA for CX-6 operation. The GACU is 
located in the same cabinet as the PSU and contains switches and meters for 
controlling and monitoring various subsystem parameters of the CX-6 test setup. 
The GACU cort-ol panel is shown in Figure 25. 
The GACU contains a N, purge tlme delay circuit so that in the event of line 
power failure the CX-6 will be purged, but not continuously. A switch located 
on the control unit allows manual closing, m n w l  opening or normal, automatic 
parge valve operation. 
The CO znd O2 fed to the process air stream passes through solenoid vslves 
locztea in the FSU but controlled by the W. When the CX-6 is manually shut 
down or both loops shut down due to a malfunction, the CO and O flows are 
stopped by a signal originating from the CX-6. ~rovisionz are to allor for 
manual shutoff of the solenoid valves. 
The GACU serves as an AC power distribution and protection center for the power 
required for all the GSA and the CX-6. There are circuit breakers on each of 
the lines and indicators on the panel noting when power is applied t o  the various 
units. 
Ground Checkout Unit 
The function of the GCU is to display CX-6 parameter levels in engineering 
units. It is not necessary that the GCU be connected to operate the CX-6. It is 
only required when parametric data is desired. The GCU consists of a parametric 
data display (Figure 26) and a parmetric cell voltage display (Figure 2 7 ) .  The 
GCU is directly connected to the CX-6. Switches on the parametric data display 
select which loop is connected to the readouts. The parametric data dispiay is 

'J w 
- -1 
-PARAMETRIC DATA DISPLAY 7. i 
! 
FIGURE 26 GROUKD CHECK JNIT 
PARAMETRIC DISPLAY PA;. 1. 
FIGURE 27 GROUND CHECKOUT UNIT 
PARAMETRIC VOLTAGE DISPLAY PANEL 
both portable and capable of being rack-mounted. Polarity selection switches on f 
the parametric voltage display allow reading of both positive and negative 1 
voltage levels for all 90 cells of the CX-6. I i 
I 
PRODUCT ASSURANCE PROGRAM 
The Product Assurance Program encompasses the activities associated with Quality 
Assurance, Maintainability, Reliability, Safety and Materials Control. 
I Quality Assurance 
i I i The Quality Assurance activities for the CX-6 consisted of the following: 
I 
i 1. Performance and documentation of receiving, in-process and final inspec- 
tions of all CX-6 components received and manufactured. 
2. Maintaining records of all supplier inspections and certifications and 
all nonconforming items and corrective actions. 
3. Insuring configuration control by monitoring the Drawing and Change 
Control Procedures. 
4. Monitoring subsystem design verifjcation tests and off-design veri- 
fication tests. 
I 5 .  Monitoring the endurance test of the CX-6. j l  
6. Insuring that workmanship was consistent with the one-man system built 
on Contract NAS2-6118. i 
i 
I 7. Monitoring electrical engineering conformance to Q-11. j 1 
I I 
I Maintainability 
I The maintainability features incorporated into the CX-6 follow. For more detail on maintenance procedures, see Reference 7. 
Subsystem Overdesign 
The CXi6 is designed to remove 6.0 kg (13.2 lb) of CO /day at its nominal design 
current density of 21.5 m~/un2 (20 ASF). Operaxion a$ over 43 m ~ / u n ~  (40 ASF) 
I has been demonstrated with a resulting C02 removal rate of 12.0 kg (26.4 lb) 
t 
COZ/day. 
I Subsystem Derating 
1 
The CX-6 CO design removal efficiency had been established at 1.9 kg (lb) CO / 
kg (lb) O2 Zonsumed. Test data indicate that the unit has a capacity of 2.3 Zg 
(~b) CO / kg (lb) O2 consumed, representing a 17% allowance for performance 
degr a d d  ion. I 
1 
Overdesign of CX-6 Hardware 
Electronic parts have been derated by 30% or more. The subsystem current con- 
troller has been designed for 20A while normal operation is 4.88A. The process 
air blower is designed to operate at 9.44 x 10-3 m3/s (20 scfm) ; its maximum 
capacity is 0.0189 m3/s (40 scfm) . 
Automatic Control I 
A controller is incorporated in the CX-6 to vary process air flow rate and 
module curre1.t to compensate for increased or decreased C02 generation rates. 
Provisions for Ease of Maintenance 
The CX-6 contains 34 LRUs of 17 different types and 38 LRCs of 10 different 
types. The maintenance access for all LRUs is from the front, back or left side 
of the unit. The maximum LRU or LRC aintenance time is 40 minutes. Table 10 
lists the tools required to remove and replace the LRUs and LRCs as well as 
maintenance access and time required to accomplish the maintenance. 
'i 
Trend Analysis -
The trend analysis instrumentation included in the CX-6 provides advance warning 
of out-of-specification operating conditions. This serves to avoid subsystem 
shutdowns by alerting test engineers of problems before they degrade subsystem 
performance. 
Ten-Minute Domitime Specification 
The subsystem contains a mixture of operating redundancy and spares so as to 
allow continued operation in spite of repairs being made to the subsystem. The 
CX-6 consists of two operating redundant loops. Each loop is capable of removing 
6.0 kg (13.2 lb) C02/day for a limited time. 
Equipment Protection 
Four equipment proteciton features have been included in the CX-6 to increase 
the Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) of the subsystem: j I 1. Incorporation of sensors. 
2. .Incorporation of current limiting devices (circuit breakers). - i 
3. Incorporation of a process air filter to protect components from 
contamination caused by GSA failure. 
4. Incorporation of close& loop temperature control to maintain module 
temperature which prevents loss of moisture balance and therefore 
increases cell and module MTBF. 
Maintenance Tasks 
t 
A maintenance task list was prepared and is presented in Table 11. 1 
I 
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TABLE 11 CX-6 MAINTENANCE TASL LIST 
Maintenance Task Type 
Potential 
Scheduled Unscheduled 
Maintenance Task Description Servicing Maintenance Maintenance - 
Review Subsystem Status 
Sumnary Panel ,(a) 
Check process air filters 
Replace light bulbs 
Replace Line Replaceable 
Units or Components (LRUs 
or LRCs) 
Perform insitu cell maintenance 
(a) A flight system would accomplish this function through a computerized 
system of instrumentation. 
(bj A flight system would have the filter monitored or would only need 
checking if the subsystem failed. 
(c) A flight system would use the more reliable Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs). 
P C c  Systems, lac. 
Reliability 
The reliability activities completed a;e descriued belar. I 
Electronics Parts List I 
An Electronics Parts List, Ames Research Center Form ARC-23, was prepared and 
submitted . 
Reliability Analysis I 
A reliability mathematical model and an,ilysis was pc formed on the CX-6 design. 
'The spared reliability ..' the CX-6 is 0.9997. Thic exceeds the reliability goal 
of 0.998 for the system. The MTBF is 4355 hours. The spares required for the 
CX-6 to attain this reliability are presented in Table 12. 
Failure Mode Effects and Criticality I\r.~lysis (FMECA) 
-- I 
The FMECA performed on the CX-6 analyzed all possible equipment failure modrs 
and classified each according to criticality. The criticality levels are: 
I Failure - A single fail~re which could cause loss of parsonnel. 
IIa Failure - A single failure whereby the next associated failure 
could cause 10s. of personnel. 
IIb Failure - A single failure whereby the next associated failure could 
cause return of one or more personnel to earth, o; loss of 
subsystem function(s) essential to continuation of space 
operations and scientific investigation. 
111 Failure . A single iailure which could not result in loss of primary 
or secondary mission objectives or adversely affect crew 
safety. 
The results of the FMECA revealed twelve criticality 11 failure mode;. Seven 
were associate, with external H leakage from components in the 11 line. One 
war. associated with H2 crossove? in the electrochemical modules. 20ne was the 
fail-low failure mode of the Hz-in-air sensors. Two were associated with the 
failure modes of the H2 bypass solenoid. The last was caused Cy the fail-npen 
failure mode of the H2 check valve. 
Single-Point Failure Analysis (SPFA) 
A single-point failure is a singlc failure which could cause loss of personnel, 
could cause return of one or more men to earth or could make it possible for the 
next associared failure to cause loss of personnel (criticality I anc IIa failure 
modes). 
Part No. 
TABLE 12 CX-6 SPARES 
tRU/LRC Title 
Blower, Process Air 
Blosrer, Coolirg Air 
Valve, Solenoid, H2 
Valve, Solenoid H2 Bypass 
Valve, Solenoid, Water 
Valve, Solenoid, N2 
Valve, Check, H2 
Accumulator, Water 
Filter, Process Air 
Ins t ~ e n t a t  ion, Monitor 
Instrumentation, Control 
Sensor, Fluid Flow 
Sensor, Differential Pressure, H2-to-Air 
Sensor, Differential Pressure, Air-to-Water 
Mounting. H2 Flow Sensor and Distribution 
Submodule 
Sensor, Process Air Inlet 
Sensor, Process Air hhaust 
PC Card B2, Temperature Monitor 
PC Card 33, Gas Flow Monitor 
PC Card 84, L'a--iid Flow Monitor 
PC C m d  B6, :.+.,ducer Monitor 
PC Card B7, Voltage Levei Monitor 
PC Card B8, Coolant F l c w  Monitcr with Logic 
No. of 
Spares ReqQd. 
1 :  
.- 
. . A a .  -. .I.r- c-. -. *, -, * . -.-+- - 
.-. - - *- -. - -, - -,. - 
- - 
. - 
-.  
-. - . -  - 
 --- I 
Analyses were performed on the CX-6 for the following five hazardous failure 
modes : 
1. External H2 leakage from all components and fittings in the H2 lines. 
2. Gas crossover in the electrochemical modules. 
3. Fail-in-bypass failure mode of the H2 bypass solenoid valve. 
4. Fail-open failure mode of the H2 check valve. 
5. Fail-low failure mode of the process air exhaust sensor.. 
The SPFA describe the safety consequences of each hazardous failure mode, document 
the corrective action taken to minimize the hazard, and detail the justification 
for retaining the hzzard. 
Safety 
'I'he Safety Program consisted of identifying dangerous s9&systa characteristics 
and r'ailure modes, performing a Safety Hazard Analysis, reviewing nonmetallic 
and metallic materials lists, reviewing designs and design changes for potential 
safety problems and reviewil~g NASA alerts for safety information. 
The SF!. was conducted on all criticality I and IIa failure modes as deter- 
mined in the FMECA. Analyses were performed for the following five hazardous 
failure modes : 
1. External H2 leakage from all components and fittings in the H2 lines. 
2. Gas crossover in the electrochemical modules. 
3. Fail-in-bypass failure mode of the H2 bypass solenoid valve. 
4. Fail-open failure mode of the H2 check valve. 
5. Fail-low failure mode of the process air exhaust sensor. 
As a result of the safety activities associated with the design of the CX-6, 
various personnnl and equisment protection features were incorporated. 
Parsont? 1 Protection Features 
1. An overtemperature limit on the air cathode exhaust senses for any 
heat-producing gas recombination. 
2. A sensor detects the presence of H2 in the air cathode sxha-1st. 
3. Trend analysis indicates two levels of off-design operation (caution 
and warning) prior to the point where personnel would come into danger. 
4. All equipent is grounded to protect against electrical shock. 
5. Electronic adjustments are located at the front of the subsystem "o, 
avoid exposure to voltage hazards during subsystem diagnosis. 
6. Critical liquid and gas lines a n  color-coded to prevent incorrect 
connections. 
7. Rotating equipment is limited to the four air blowers. The blowers 
have all rotating parts enclosed. 
8. Low-speed air blowers limit noise pollution. 
9. A11 H2 lines are purged with N2 prior to and after maintenance. 
I 
i 10. The CX-6 materials were sclec in accodmce with NASA F l d i l i t y  1 and Outgassing Specifications 18 to increase the subsystem safety with 
i regard to fire hazards and outgassing. 
I 
11. All liquid lines are stainless steel or Teflon to avoid fluid con- 
tanination. 
12. A check valve isolates each loop of the CX-6 H2 supply during rain- 
tenance on LRUs in the H2 lines. 
13. Quick-connects with doubls-end shutoffs protect against leaks when 
replacing water-carrying W s .  
14. Electrical equipent which presents a shock hazard is covered with a 
protective guard. 
IS. The "hot" electrical connectors are always the female socket. 
16. A lamp test button is used to verify operability of all panel indicators. 
Equipment Protection Features 
1. An automatic startup sequence eliminates subsystem startup errors. 
2. 'DC/DC converters protect the electronics from input noises and transients 
end prevent spurious failure signals to other instnnnen;;ation or equipment. 
- 1 3. The submodulc liquid lines are locaad below subsystem instnmentation 
packages and are operated at a negative pressure relative to ambient 
to minimize leakage. 1 
i 
4. Redundant (two) module temperature sensors sense module air exit 
temperature. 
5 .  A high H -to-air pressure differential (AP)  shutdm protects the 
sub.odult against cell aatrix breakthrough. 
6 .  A high and low air-to-water AP shrrtdown protects the ~;ubwdule fr# 
flooding. 
7. A temperature shutdown is provided fcr excessive submodule temperatwe. I 
8. A tesperature sensor in the control instrumeatation packages protect 
the electronic parts from high-temperature damage. 
9. A filter in the process air line prevents particulate contaminants and 
moisture droplets from entering the process air blower a d  the cabin. 
10. A low cell-voltage shutdown protects against out-of-tolerance operation. I 1  
i I 
11. Separate power supplies are used for each instrumentation package. 
' I  
12. Redundant wire bundles are muted separately and in different locations. ; I 
. I 
I 
13. A lamp-test button is used to verify the operability of all panel I !  
indicators. I 
I 
14. Trend analysis indicates two levels of off-design operation to protect i I 
the subsystem from incproper operating conditions, malfunction or 
equipment degradation. I : 
15. Power supplies are designed to accept peaks and transients by proper 
selection of component ratings. 
16. Circuit breakers protect: equipment from ge due tc high current 
drain. 
17. All electronic component are grounded. 
18. Manual override techniques on critical automatic functians permit safe 
operation during an eme;lgency. 
19, No H2-carrying W can be maintained prior to N2 pvrge. 
Materials Control 
The method employed for evaluating metallic and nonmetallic CX-6 materials is 
summarized in Figure 28. This method of materials acceptances functions as 
follows. Drawings are used to control the material identification. The metallic 
materials are evaluated for acceptability through analysis. They are either 
found acceptable or the design is - 3dified to incorporate an acceptable material 

( I ) .  If an acceptable metallic material cannot be identified, a deviation 
request would be submi:ted, for acceptance of the material with configuration 
control (11). 
The nonmetallic materials are also evaluated for acceptability. Nonmetallic 
materials are listed on the Nonmetallic Work Sheet. Their acceptance results, via 
any one of three routes are shown in Figure 28. Acceptance,is, therefore, a result 
of (1) prior demonstration of its acceptability; (2) being enclosed in a sealed or 
vented container that (a) is similar to a previously tested container or (b) was 
specifically designed and successfully tested; or (3) actual testing at NASA 
facilities. 
The actual testing is done on the material itself, and if found unacceptable, on 
the material's boiier plate configuration. If acceptance by testing proves 
unsuccessful and hazard removal is not possible, a deviat+-n is submitted. 
The nonmetallic materials in the CX-6 were screened for acceptance per NASA 
Flammability and Outgassing  specification^(^). Several nonmetallic materials 
did not meet the f1anuuabi:ity requirements; for these, acceptable replacements 
or configurations K?re identified. A sumnary of the nonmetallic and metallic 
materials contained in the CX-6 is listed in the Material Data S-ary, Tables 
13 and 14, respectively. 
TE!X PROGRAM 
The major objective of the test program was to experimentally characterize the 
CX-6, with special emphasis on the determination of subsystem perforruance variations 
with time and its ability to satisfy the reliability and maintainability goals 
used in projecting the application of the electrochemical CO removal technique 
to future manned space missions. To accomplish this objectiden a five-part test 
program was completed: 
1. Component checkout and calibration tests 
2. Submodule checkout tests 
3. CX-6 shakedown tests 
4. Parametric tests 
5.  180-day endurance test 
The CX-6 test facility, including the subsystem and GSA, is shown in Figure 29. 
Component Checkout and Calibration Tests 
Component checkoct tests were performed for all CX-6 and GSA components. Calibra- 
tion tests were performed on the following CX-6 components: temperature sensors, 
pressure sensors, flow sensors, module temperature controller, cooling air 
blower, process air flow rate controller, process air blower and current control- 
ler. Calibration tests were performed on the GSA interface simulation and 
parameter monitoring equipment : flow meters, pressure gauges, pressure regulators, 
voltaeters, ammeters and temperature indicators. 
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Ci/c System lc. 
In ~Gdition, all trip levels on the circuit cards were set based on simulated 
levels at the sensor input points to the cards. The magnitudes of these trip 
levels in engineering units are shown in Table 7. 
Submodule Checkout Tests 
Submodule checkout tests were performed to insure that the module CO removal 
and electrical performance met or exceeded the design point. The sukodule (1) ! checkout tests were conducted using the one-man system (CX-1) test facility . i 
A current density span was performed on each submodule and the results are shown I i 
in Figures 30 and 31. All submodules exceeded thj CO removal design point of ! 
1.9 kg (lb) CO /kg (lb) O2 and the average cell voltage design point of O.30V. 1 
at start-up. t ~ n  average cell voltage of 0.257 was prcjected as a design point 
after 180 days of operation.) i 1 
CX-6 Shakedomm Test 1 
f 
After all compcnents had been assembled and integrated into the self-contained 
subsystem, which, in turn, was inte~rated with the GSA, a shakedown test was 
initiated. As a rrtsult of the sh~~edown test the following actions were taken. 
i 
i 
1 
Self -Contained Subsystem 
1. The O-rings be iween the 15-cell submodules provided insufficient 
sealing and were replaced with gasket seals. 
2. Power line filters were added to process air blower controls to eliminate 
cor,crol interactions. 
i 
i 
Groune Support Accessories 
- -
The wet-bulb sensing controller of the ASU temperature and humidity 
control unit did not have sufficient accuracy to maintain constant 
process air dew point and was removed from the system. The refrig- 
erant loop expansion valve was replaced with an adjustable constant pressure 
regulator to control the Fressure and hence the temperature at which i I the refrigerant evaporates in the process air condenser coil. The 
control of the condenser coil temperature resulted in the desired process 
air dew point control. I 
Parametric Testing i 
A parametric test program was conducted to characterize the perfomsnce of the 
six-man subsystem. The effects of five parameters on performance were invrstigkted: 
process air pCO , current density, process air flow rate, H2 flow rate and 
operating tempelatwe. Table 15 sununarires the ranges cver which the parmeters 
were varied during the testing. A total of 480 hours of subsysters qeratian was 
accumulated during the param9tric test program. 
Measure of Performance 
Two parameters can readily be used to describe the performance of a elactro- 
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chemical C02 concertrator: C02 r a ~ v l l  efficiency and electrical efficiency . 
Carbon dioxide removal efficiency w n  oe expressed by a term culled the Tranfer 
Index (TI) which relates CO rearwal directly to 0 consumption and is defined 
c2 as the ratio of the mass o, C02 rornred to the masg of Q2 consumed. Based on 
the stoiehiometry of the reactions involved, the TI is 2.75 kg (lb) C02/kg (lb) 
O2' 
Electrical efficiency is reflected by cell voltage. Since a CO concentzator 
produces electrical p e r ,  a high cell voltage reflects a high flectrical effi- 
ciency. The theoretical voltage for the electrochemical reaction is 1.23V 
while a typical operating voltage is 0.30V. 
Effect of G O 2  
Figure 32 shows the effec of 0 on TI and average cell voltage for the range 
in pCO of 80 to 1025 NIm' (C.?tg 7.7 r Hg) at the indicated operating con- 
ditionf. Transfer Index increases and average cell voltage decreases slightly 
as pC02 increases. 
2 The pronounced change of the slope in TI near 400 N/m (3.0 r Hg) indicates a 
change in the limiting C02 transfer mechanism. Parallel investigations have 
shown that the steep portion of the TI curve is ddnated by mass transfer 
limitations of CO, within the cathode or Drocess air compartment while the 
flatter portion results when reaction lhitations dorinate. (3) 
Effect of Current Density 
Figure 33 shows the effect of current density 02 TI and average cell voltage for 
the range in current density of 5.4 to 43 mA/cla.- (5 to 40 ASF). As curremt 
density increases, average cell voltage decreases. A maxilawn value for TI of 
2.6 occurs at approximately 11 mA!cm2 (10 ASF). me TI decreases for both lower 
nd higher clutent density values. The curve for TI indicates that while in- 
creas\ng current 3bove the maxirma TI value will result in increased amounts of 
CO transferred, the efficiency at which this increased transfer is achieved 
ddreases . 
The decreasing cell voltage and increasing current density reflects an increasing 
amount -of waste heat that must be removed from the e:bctrochemical cells by the 
cooling air stream, since waste heat generated is a direct function of current 
and the difference between theoretical and actual cell voltage. 
Effect of Process Air Flow Rate 
Figure 34 shms the effect of process air flow rate on TI an; average cell 
voltage for the range ir! sir flow rate of 0.011 to 0.029 m3/s (23 to 61 scfi). 
The TI increases and average cell voltage decreases slightly as air flow increases. 
The rise in TI with increasing air flow is the result of an increase in the CO 
mass transfer coefficient and in the effective or average pCO laVel within d 
cathare compartment. (3) Above a certain air flow level inc ter in C02 transfer 
will diarinish with increasing air flow rato. 
The cause for the slight variation in average cell voltage with changing air 
flow is probably due to small variations in temperature and dew point levels of 
the process air caused by the changing air flow through GSA humidity control 
carponents . 
Effect of i$ Flow Rate 
Hydmgm flow rate was varied from 8.3 x lo-' to 22.2 x 10.' m3/s (5 to 13.3 
l/min). This range in flow rate corresponds to 1.S t o  4.0 times the amount 
required stoichimetrically by the electrochenical reaction. Both TI and 
average cell voltage increases linearly with H2 flow rate as shown in Figure 35. 
For the range tested the TI and cell voltage increases from 2.1 to 2.3 kg (lb] 
Ca2/kg (lb) O2 and from 0.31 to O.34V, respectively. 
Effect of M u l e  Temperature 
The effect of nodule temperature on TI and cell voltage was investigated for the 
range from 295 tc! 392K (67.5 to 8SF). For this range, only a m i n k 1  (<2%) 
increase in both TI and average cell voltage results with increasixg temperature 
as shown in Figure 36. 
Endurance Testing 
The endurance testing of the CX-6 was started imediately following the 480 
hours of parametric tests. Figure 37 shows the TI and average cell voltage of 
the CX-6 as a function of time. Also indicated are the ranges in ope-;l.ing 
conditions experimced during the endurance test. A total of 4,536 hoczs (189 
days) were accumulated during this phase 02 testing, bringing the total number 
of operating hours for all testing to 5,016 hours or 209 days. 
Transfer Index 
A gradual decrease in TI was observed during the first 550 hours of endurance 
testing (see Figure 37). The cause was traced to deterioration of the poly- 
carbonate structural cell material causing an inward leakage of ambient, low 
pC02 air into the cells1 process air inlet manifolds and cumpartkents, thus 
lcwering the TI. Subsequently, the polycarbonate parts were replaced with 
polysulfone parts and, after the modules were recharged with electralyte, 
testing was resumed. Following recharge, the TI gradual ~y increased, exceeding 
the design point level of 1.9 after approximately 500 hours. For the remahder 
of the test (in excess of 3,000 hours) the TI rerained level =d stayed above 
the design point. 
Cell Voltage 
The average cell voltage remained between 0.25 and 0.35 volts for the total test 
time wiihout deterioration. The fluctuatior~s in the voltage are attributed to 
controlled and uncontroSled variations in process air humidity levels and anode 
gas (H2 and C02 mixrure) backpressure variations. 
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Backpressure 
- 
To demonstra+,e compatibiljty of the CX-6 with the elevated anode exhaust gas 
backpressure of 31.0 kN/m (>4.5 psig) required for SSP integration, the CX.6 
was operated at increased backpressure levels for the last 1500 hours of testing. 
The backpressure was increased in three successive increments of 10.3 kN/m2 
(1 .S psig) each. A total of 220, 190 and 1100 hours of operation were accumulated 
at 10.3, 20.6 and 31.0 kN/mZ above ambient (l.S, 3.0 and 4.5 psig), respectively. 
The increase in cell voltage shown near the 3000 hour time period is due to the 
i-&creased anode gas backpressure. As expected, no effect cn TI due to back- 
pressure was noticed. 
Insitu Cell Maintenance 
During the endurance testing the insitu maintenance concept of individual cells 
was successfully demonstrated. Six cells were electrically isolated while 
physically remaining within the electrochemical modules and exposed to all 
process gas streams. The cells were electrically reconnected in pairs after 
324, 811 and 3377 hours, respectively. Higher than average cell voltages were 
experienced inunediately after reconnection with average levels reached within 
less than 100 hours. 
Shutdowns 
A total cf 29 automatic shutdowns were experienced during the 189 days of en- 
durance testi1.g. Table 16 lists the shutdown cause, the frequency and the 
number of shutdowns attributable to a specific cause. The manual shutdowns at 
teat termination and at the polycarbonate replacement are not included in Table 
16. 
The longest rtnintemyted operating span was 29 days, being terminated by a loss 
of building electrical power. 
OXIDIZABLE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM 
fie OCRS is a sv ;-contained subsystem designed with a capacity to remove oxi- 
dizable trace . . aninants from the atmosp,tere of a six-man regenerative life 
support system. fhe major components are a catalytic oxidizer, two acid gas- 
sorbent canisters, an smonia-sorbent canister, a blower end control and mon- 
itoring instrumentation. These components are packaged into an easily main- 
taineble, compact subsystem (Figure 38). The OCRS operates in parallel with the 
CX-6 through the cabin simulator tank of the ASU. A Trend and Fault Analysis 
Display Panel is jmovided usine PC cards common with those of the CX-6. 
Figure 39 is a block diagram of the OCRS. 
Process Descripticn 
A centrifu a13blouer circulat~s ambient air through the subsystem at a rate of 
4.72 x 10-9 m I s  (10 sch] . Downstream of the fan the flow passes through two 
prefilter beds before entering the catalytic oxidizer. These prefiltez beds are 
TABLE 16 CX-6 ENWRANCE TEST SHUTDOWN CAUSE S-Y 
Cause 
1. Loss of building power (a) 
2. Operator error 
3. Failure of GSA 
4. Electronic component malfunctlon (b) 
5. Mechanical component malfunction (c) 
Shutdown 
F1 equency Number 
(a) Duration of building ?ewer loss exceeded GSA backup capability. 
(b) Includes failure of two thermistors. one voltage operation-amplifier 
and one temperature shutdown circuit component. 
(c) Includes failure of one hydrogen flow and distribution block. 
FIGURE 38 OXIDIZABLE CONTAVINANT REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM 
Lithium Carbonate 
Canister 161-1 
Heat Exchanger (Wat er/Air) 
Catalytic 
Oxidizer 236 
Lithium Carbon~te 
Canister 161-1 
Chemisorbent 
Canister 161-3 
Blower 
Air F r ~ m  Cabin 
F ImRE 39 OXIDIZABLE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM 
BLOCK DIAGRAM 
used to remove contaminants that would poison the :?talyst within the oxidizer. 
The first prefilter bed or chemisorbent canister contains sorbeads coated with 
copper sulfbte to absorb trace ammo?lia from the process air. The second prefilter 
bed contains lithium carbonate to remove trace acid gases. This canister was 
initially charged with lithium hydroxide. During operation lithium carbonate is 
fonned by the reaction of CO in the process air with the lithium hydroxide. 2 Within the catalytic oxidize air is passed through the cold side of the regenera- 
tive heat exchanger where it is preheated by the hot outlet gas. An electrical 
heater further raises the gas temperature to the required reaction temperature 
of 644K (700F). Gas then passes through the catalyst bed where contaminants are 
oxidized. The exiting gas is cooled to 394K (250F) in the incoming regenerative 
heat exchanger and to 294K (70F) in a compact hater air heat exchanger located 
just outside the cataiytic oxidizer. 
A postsorbenr; bed of lithium carbonate (CO neutralized lithium hydroxide) i downstream of the cata:ytic oxidizer absorgs possible undesirable products of 4 
combus tion. i 
Hardware Description 1 i 
I 
The OCRS hardware consisls of three canisters, catalytic oxidizer, blower, 
liquidlair heat exchanger and control and monitoring instrumentation. The 
overall size of the subsys:em is 71.1 cm (28 in) high, 63.5 cm (25 in) wide and 
63.5 cm (25 in) deep. 1 i 
1 
Canisters 
The chemisorb and the two lithium carbonate canisters are of axial flow design i f i 
a d  fabricated from aluminum with Teflon-coated interiors. Each canister con- 
tains z 2-micron Teflon filter at each end of the sorbent bed. Quick-connect i 5 
! inlet and outlet flanges are used. Both flanges zre located near the fronx of 
the canister such that each canister can be removed and replaced from the front i 
uf the subsystem. The two lithium carbcnate canisters were designed to be 
, 
interchangeable to minimize spares requiremeiits. 1 
Catalytic Oxidizer 
The catalytic oxidizer's primary components are a i .generative heat exchaager, 1 
an electric air heater and a catalyst bed. Figure 40 shows a functional schemal 
ic of the oxidizer. The heat exchanger is a five-pass, finned tube design. The 
materials of construction were nickel and 300 series stainless ~teel. 1 
A 1C00-watt, cartridge-type heater with an Incoloy sheath is used. The catalyst 
bed is made up of 0.32 cm (0.125 in) pellets of 0.5% palladium on alumina. The 
interior of the catalytic oxidizer is insulated with flexible insulation which 
rednces heat losses and maintains the exterior aluminum shell surface ternpp-a- 
ture below 322K (120F). 
Blower 
The OCRS blower is a seven-stage centrifugal type and is driven by a directly 
coupled induction motor. The blower is foot-mounted and ?las quick-release 

- - -  - - - 
flanges for the process air connectio.:.. 
Heat Exchanger 
The liquidlair heat excl:.zngcr is a compact, finned tuoe heat exchange1 modified 
for the OCRS application. 
Control and Monitoring Instrumentation - 
The control and morritoring instrumentation uses PC car ,;ctnmon to the CX-6. 
The control instrumeniation uses a closed- loo^ control to nlaintrin the catalyst 
bed at 64AK (700F). The air temperature is sensed at the bad inlet to ;rovide 
the ccntrol signal for the On/Off heater control. 
The monitoring instrumentation monitors subsyste~ parameters, displays their 
relative values on the Trend and Fault Analysis Pan-?l of the OCRS and where 
necessary, sends a shutdown sip-a1 to the control instrumentation if a critical 
parameter is at an sut-of-tolerance Id,. ,A.
The paramete--s moniiored are blower speed, air flow rate, heater temperature 
(high), catalyst bed temperature (high or low) and regenerative heat exchanger 
temperature (high). For a high heater and cat~lyst bed temperature, the 5ub- 
system is aut~matict-lly shut down. 
The monitoring instrumentaLion of the OCRS can interface with the BLC of the CX- 
6 to automatically identify malfunctioned PI: c.ards. "his information is dis- 
played on the Trend and 2mlt A,l-l;c~s Panel of the a , . q .  
PARALLEL TEC!i!TOMGY PROGRAM 
Several tests, studics, snd analyses werz completed to support rhc develc?ment 
of the CX-6 and CO concentrator tecl~nolo~y. These activities Inc!ucied dster- 
mination of thr wager vapor pras .ure of aqueous sol~*ions of Cs iO , a 245-day 
endurance and SSP support test of a three-cell sub~~dule, a parLeric post- 
endurance test program on the one-man C02 coficentrrtor suorystem (CX-I), develop- 
ment of a rauit prediction concept, dt*sign and fabri-ation of a process ef- 
fi.cienc1 (COz removal) computer, evailation of a process air humidity exchanger, 
studies to iaent'fy the use of the CO concentrator generated electrical pcwer, 
and the devel ,pent of a P-midity con4roller. 
Cesium Carbonate Water Vapor Pressure Datemination 
An :.xperiment was completed to measur: the water vapt.- pressure abovs Rqceous 
solirions of Cs2C03 for 30 to 70% Cs COX by weight over a tglptrature range o' 
283 ro 305K (50 to 90F). Figure 41 fho* the test appararus used in the v a p ,  
pressure measurementd. The =elution was hcld in a three-neck f h s k  for temper- 
ature monitoring, circulation of the vapor above the solution and the addition 
of distilled water. Distilled water useC to dilute the Cs CO, mixture was added 
insitu so the flask would not .lave to be removed from the Zeti setup to change 
LEG- 
(A1 W v K - L W r v r / a  (9: 54 f .  
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FIGURE 4 1  APPARATUS FOR WATER VAPOR PRESSllRE MEASUREMENT 
$' 
- 
Cs CO concentration. The Cs COj solution was maintained at a constant tenper- d 
atgrereSby emerring the flask ie a constant temperature bath. The apparatus E 
allowed the gas above the Cs CO solution to be circulated at a controlled flow i 
rate through the dew point sznsar. The measurement apparatus was enclosed and a i; 
light bulb was used to maintain the temperature of the apparatus above that of t 
ambient air to prevent condensation in the gas lines. As the gas was circulated, 
the dew point was measured to give the water vapor pressure above the solution. i 
The results of the water vapor pressure measurements are shown in Figure 42. 
Three-Cell, 245-.Day Endurance and SSP Support Tests 
The purpose of the tesz was to verify the changes made in baseline electro- 
chemical cell design (from CX-1 to CX-6 baseline design) prior to testing the 
CX-6 subsystam. Testing included operation at both CX-6 and modified CX-6 (SSP) 
conditions. The latter was included to verify the operability of the CX-6 
baseline cell at projected SSP operating conditions as early as possible in the 
development of the CX-6. 
Test Hardware 
A three-position (module or single-cell) test stand was designed and fabricated. 
Figure 43 shows a schematic of one of the three identical test setups provided 
by the test stand. The stand features independent cell and inlet air dew point 
temperature controls capable of supplying air and dew points as low as 278K 
(41F). The stand is equipped with a low-voltage shutdown circuit for cell protection. 
A three-cell submodule having the baseline materials of construction (LSI base- 
line electrodes, asbestos cell matrix, nickel exmet gas compartment spacers, 
nickel cooling fins and polysulfone structural cell frames and cell humidifier 
housings) was used for the test. 
Test Results 
A 5874-hour (245 days) endurance test was completed. Figure 44 shows the TI and 
individual cell voltages as a function of time. Table 17 is a list of the 
shutdowns that occurred during the testing as indicated in Figure 44. 
At 4028 hours the test stand was modified to run at SSP conditions (submodule 
temperature from 298.5 to 293K (78 to 68F), nominal). A drop in the individual 
cell voltages is noted and was expected since cell voltage is a function of 
operating tempeiature. The TI was 'aaffected by the change to SSP running 
conditions. 
At 4820 hours the module was subjected to SSP support parametric tests which 
lasted for 307 hours, as referenced in Figure 44. At the conclusion of the 
parametric -upport tests the cell was returned to nominal SSP conditions for the 
remaining portion of the endurance test. 
The purpose of the SSP support tests was to characterize concentrator perfor- 
mance over the range of SSP operating conditions. These tests provided specific 
operating data for expected ranges in air inlet dew point temperature, process 
air flow rate ana current density. 
Temperature, K 
70 80 
Temperature, F 
FIGURE 42 WATER VAPOR PRESSURE VEESUS 
TEMPERATURE FOR AQUEOUS Cs2C03 S0UP;'IONS 


TABLE 17 THREE-CELL ENDURANCE TEST SHUTDOWN CAUSE SIMARY 
Cause 
1. Loss of building power 
2. Operator error 
3. Conversion of cell frames from 
polycarbonate to polysulfone 
4. Failure of GSA 
5. Test stand modification for 
SSP operating conditions 
Frequency 
Shutdown 
Number 
Figure 45 shows that for the range of 278 to 284K (41 to 52F) in the air inlel 
dew point temperature the TI, as a fmction of inlet pCO from 253 to 453 N/m 
(1.9 to 3.4 mm Hg) , falls within a narrow band (a%). &ing this test the 
difference between module process air outlet temperature and air inlet dew point 
temperature was held constant at 11K (20F). Thus, the dew point temperature at a 
constant air inlet dew point to module temperature differential has essentially 
no effect on TI over the SSP operating range. 
To investigate the effects of process air flow rate, tests were performed at 
current densities of 21.5 and 25.8 mA/cmZ (20 and 24 ASF) for ratios of air flow 
rate per cell o current density of 1.30 x (m3/s' 'aA/cm (0.0256 scfm/ASF) 
and 1.58 x210eg (m3/s)/(mA/cm2) (0.0311 scfm/ASF) over a range of pC02 from 267 
to 400 Nlm (2.0 to 3.0 mm Hg). The results of these tests, shown in Figure 46, 
indicate that the air flow rate over the range investigated, has no significant 
effect on the TI. 
2 In a third test, current density was varied from 17.2 to 30.1 mA/cm (16 to 28 
ASF atJa con~tant~ratio f air flow rate per cell to current density of 1.41 x 
10-4 (m s ) ( c  ) (0.0278 scfm/ASF) over the pC02 range of 200 to 400 N/m i 
(1.5 to 3.0 mm Hg). Figure 47 shows the results of this test. The TI was above 
SSP design point at SSP operating conditions. Variations in TI were as expected \ 
for the range of pCO and current density tested. 2 ! 
f 
The test was operator-terminated after 245 days of operation (initial schedule 
called for only 209 days). The average TI during the test leveled off at ap- 
proximately 2.20. The average cell voltage at CX-6 running conditions was 0.39 
volts while for SSP operating conditions the average cell voltage was 0.25 
volts. i 
CX-1 Post-Endurance Test Program 1 i 
Five activities were carried out on the CX-1 (C02 Concentrator, Experimental, 
One-Man Subsystem) after the completion of initial parametric testing and a 180- 
day endurance test. (l) 
Postparametric Testing 
i 
Three parametric tests to determine the effects of variations in H flow rate, 
process air inlet pCO and process air flow rate on module (15 celts) perfor- - 1  
w c e  were conducted $0 evaluate C02 concentrator performance after long-term 1 
testing. Figures 48, 49 and 50 show the results of the tests. There was no I 
degradation in CO removal performance. A degradation in cell voltage of 
approximately 0.d vo!:s was observed for cell electrodes that had accumulated 
more than 6600 hours of operation. 
CX-1 Disassembly and Inspection 
A post-test evaluation to inspect the materials of construction and identify 
possible problems (such as duct blockage) that may have occurred during the 180- 
day endurance test was completed. No observable electrode degradation was 
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found. Copper corrosion at the edges where the titanium cladding was bonded to 
the cooling fins was found. The module m s  reassembled with new matrices and 
the original electrodes, charged and perfororance shakedown tested to verify the 
aoduieYs operability. The shakedown test was successfully colpleted. 
Efteci of Process Air Inlet DM Point 
The effect of process air inlet dew point variations on rodule perfonance wrs 
deterrind following module reconditioning and shakedown testing. The CX- 1 was 
operated with dew points 4.4 to 7.8K (8 to 14F) below the module operating 
temperature reflecting wet and dry operation (for an initial 53% Cs2CD3 charge). 
Transfer Index increased frar 2.1s to 2.32 and average cell voltage decreased 
fror 0.33 to 0.27 volts as process air inlet dew point decreased fmn 4.4 to 7.81: 
(8 to 14F) (wet to dry) below module operating terperature of 299.7K (80F). 
Hydrogen inlet dew points of 233. OK (-40F) (dry H ) and 294.1K (7OF) had no 
observable effectJon TI or average cell voltage. %he Hz flow rate for the test 
was 1.84 x m /s (1.1 l/min). 
Operation of Cells 1-8 acd 8-15 
The module was operated with cells 1 through 8 and then with cells 8 through 15 
electrically connected. In both cases the remaining seven cells were still in 
the module with air and H2 but no current passed through thcr. The purpose of 
the test was to determine the effect of cell location on C02 transfer. 
TO eliminate the effect of pCOl buildup in the series-connected anode gas cam- 
partments, both groups of cells were tested with and without CO addition to the 
inlet H2. For the cases where C02 was added the mixture ratio 8f C02 to 
3 "t simulated the exhaust from the first seven cells. drogen flow was mint ined at two times stoichimetric for eight cells (9.65 cm 1s) and C02 addition was 
maintained at 7115th~ of one man1 s CO production (2.98 cm3/s) . The results 
showed that for all cases tested therg was no observable change in either C02 
removal or electrical efficiency. 
Cesium Carbonate Electrolyte Analysis I 
I 
An analysis was completed of the Cs CO electrolyte extracted from the cell i 
matrices following -the 180-Jay enddade test for nitrate and sulfate ions. i 
These ions are products that would result from the adsorption of trace nitrogen 1 
dioxide (NO ) and sulfur dioxide (SG2) contaminants in the process air feed. The 1 
analysis shgwed concentrations of 1.63 to 1.67 ppm nitrate ions and 83.0 to 85.0 i 
ppm sulfate ions. These low concentrations indicated that NO and SO were not 
introduced either by the ambient air or as products of cmbushon frd the I ! 
catalytic oxidizer used during the 180-day endurance test. I i 
Fault Prediction ! I 
A concept to predict impending failures or faults in an electrochemical module 
was developed and incorporated into the CX-1. The fault prediction concept is 
based on the general voltagelcurrent curve for electrochemical power-producing 
cells. The polarization curves are divided into thme polarizations: activation 
or catalyst oriented, concentration or mass transfer oriented and ohmic or 
electrolyte oriented. A general polarization c u m  is shown in Figure 51. 
?hree tests are used in the fault prediction analysis (see Figure 51): 
1. A test to continuously monitor the change in rodule voltage from 
startup indicating degradation in electrical performance ca-lsed by a 
change in module polarization 
2. A test to monitor the electrical capacity of each individual cell once 
every 24 hours for a 15-minute test period indicating degradation in 
both ohmic and concentration portions of cell polarizati~n 
3. A test to monitor the module's internal resistance once every IS 
minutes with a sampling time of less than 30 milliseconds indicating 
degradation in only the ohmic portion of the module@s polarizatian. 
When used together, these three methods of predicting module failure (a) cover 
long-term effects (Test No. 1); (b) cover medium range, 24 hours, changes 
responding to out-of-tolerance in operating conditions (Test No. 2) ; an3 (c) 
cover short range, one hour, changes in response to out-of-tolerance o?~erating 
conditions (Test No. 3). The tests are all module-oriented and, with develop- 
ment, could become the major method for monitoring whether the device will be 
able to maintain its C02 removal function in the future based on prer;ent time 
module characteristics. 
Module Voltage Change (Test No. 1) 
This test monitors the change in module voltage and elapsed time (t) since 
system startup. It provides a direct readout of long-term changss in the three 
types of polarization: activation, concentration and ohmic as well as infor- 
mation necessary to determine the rate of change of this voltage. 
The readouts for this test consist of a digital voltmeter and resettable timer. 
In order to display module voltage change on the digital voltmeter, a circuit 
has been included which automatically subtracts initial from present module 
voltage. 'ho zero buttons are operated when a module is put into service to set 
the initial module voltage and time at zero. From then on the change in module 
voltage is automatically tracked and displayed on the digital voltmeter. 
Cell Moisture Balance (Test No. 2) 
For 15 minutes once every 24 hours, module current is -utomatically increased to 
provide information abou? the cells1 concentration and ohmic polarizations. An 
internal clock is provided which produces the automatic test sequence start 
signal. The test sequence consists of disconnecting the cell voltage scan fram 
the normal trend analysis circuits and connecting them to a special test circuit 
which automatically monitors all cells and will cause a panel light to come on 
when a cell voltage drops below 0.1 volts. If, during the 15 minutes, any cell 
voltage drops below -0.1 volts, the test will be teminated immediately and 
I 
I 'b Ohmic or Internal Resistant d . 
Increasing Current - 
Fault Prediction Analysis 
Test 
-- 
Frequency Relations 
1 Continuous E~nit 'E@t 
15 Min/Day "Obs ' hERef 
<30 Ms/lS Min SI 
Fault Prediction Basis 
Life Trend, 
a E ~ c t  + E ~ r  +'coae 
Individual Cell Status, 
bE a EIt and 
Module Trend, 
a E ~ r  a Moisture Balance 
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mdule current will be dropped to zero for approximately 30 seconds. The 
current will then be returned to its original pretest level. A red illuminated 
indication will be provided in the manual test-initiate pushbutton to indicate 
that a law cell voltage test termination had occurred. During the 15-minute 
test period a green light will be on in the manual test initiate pushbutton. 
Nodule Resistance (Test No. - J 
Once every 15 minutes for about 30 milliseconds a nodule-resistance test is 
performed automatically. This test provides a direct readout of module ohmic 
polarization on a digital readout. 
The automatic start signal is generated by the internal clock. During this 
test, the module current is controlled by the test equipaent. Module current is 
dropped to a low value and module voltage is read and stored. Next, the rodule 
current is increased to a high value and the new (lower) module voltage is read 
and subtracted from the previously stored low current module voltage. The dif- 
ference is displa).ed on a JiightEmitting Diode (LED) display. The voltage dif- 
ference represents the change in module voltage caused by the progr8111ed change 
ir! module current. 
The whole test sequence takes less than 30 milliseconds with the majority of 
the time (26 milliseconds) reserved to allow module current to reach desired 
value after each change is requested. Because of this very short test tire, 
only module ohmic polarization voltage changes which respond instantaneously to 
current changes are measured and displayed. A manual Module Resistance test- 
initiate pushbutton is provided. 
Instnmentation and Display 
The fault prediction instmentation package is shown in Figure 52. Figure S3 
shows the front panel of the one-man system. The fault predicton display is 
contained in the upper right comer and consists of: 
1. A digital voltmeter to read change in module voltage. 
2. A zero pushbutton to zero the digital voltmeter reading after main- 
t enance . 
3. A resettable timer to monitor time since maintenance. 
4. 15 ;ell status indicator lights. 
5. Low cell voltage indicator light. 
6. Provision for mually initiating the cell moisture balance test. 
7. Moisture balance test indicator light. 
8. A LED digital display to read change in d u l e  voltage during the 
module resistance test. 
9. Provision for aanually initiating the module resistance test. 
Lfc Systems, Jnt. 
- 
FIGURE 5 2  FAULT PREDICTION INSTRUMEhTATION PACKAGE 
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The tests showed that the humidity exchanger performed its function as expected. 
There would have to be one humidity exchanger cell per concentrator cell to 
properly condition the concentrator inlet air. This would result in a large 
humidity exchanger module which makes the concept unattractive. 
Use of Concentrator Power 
Fault Prediction Features 
1. Operation is completely automatic. 
2. Circuit cards are maintainable. 
3. Information to determine long-, medium- and short-term effects in 
response to out-of-toleramce operating conditions on the electro- 
chemical C02 removal module is provided. 
4. Information which can be used to determine module expected life is 
automatically provided. 
5. The output data can be used to correct operating conditions before 
module failure occurs to extend module operating life. 
6 .  The moisture balance and resistance test currents are adjustable. 
7. The concept can be adapted to other electrochdcal devices. 
Process Efficiency Cmputer 
The function of the analog process efficiency computer is to provide a direct, 
instantaneous and continuous readout of subsystem CO removal efficiency (TI). 
The TI calculation is based on the process sir flow gate, inlet and outlet 
process air pCO and the CX-6 submodule (15-cell) currents. Conditioned signals 
from the sensor8 that monitor these parameters are fed into the process ef- 
ficiency coaputer where TI is calculated. A photo of the computer PC card is 
shown in Figure 54. 
Humidity Exchanger Evaluation 
A humidity exchanger was designed, fabricated and tested to remove moisture fran 
the cathode air exhaust stream of a concentrator module and transfer it to the 
cathode air inlet stream. This module was constructed using two 0.076 cm (0.030 
in) porous nickel placques separated by a 0.025 cm (0.010 in) asbestos matrix to 
provide sufficient differential pressure capability. Porous nickel alone would 
not support sufficient differential pressure to allow proper operation. 
The power produced by the concentrator modules is converted into heat in all the 
CO removal systems built to date. In spacecraft systems, power is usually a 
prtcious commodity. A double benefit will be realized if the p o w e r  is used 
rather than wasted: 
Systems, lnr. 
1. The power provided by the concentrator raduces the power the space- 
craft has to provide. 
2. A reduction in cooling requirements for the subsystem will occur 
because of the reduced heat generation within the subsystem. 
Each of the above produces an equivalent weight reduction in the spacecraft 
support subsystems. The CX-6 modules produce 154 watts of electrical (DC) power 
at nominal operating conditions. Assuming an 80% efficiency for the necessary 
conversion and interface equipment, 123 watts can be removed froa the spacecraft 
power source requirements which saves 33.1 kg (73 pounds) at 0.268 kg/W (0.591 
lb/watt) in equivalent weight and the same amount of power does not contribute 
to the atmospheric heat load for an additional savings of 24.5 kg (54 pounds) at 
0.197 kg/W (0.435 lb/watt) in cooling quipment. The conversion and interface 
equipment will weigh less than 4.5 kg (10 pounds). The net system savings would 
then be more than 53.1 kg (117 pounds). 
General Concepts For Using Concentrator Power I 
Two basic approaches are available for the use of the module power: I 
1. Use it to power some small device in the subsyster~. I 
2. Add its power to the main power being fed to the concentrator sub- 
system. 
In either case, the concentrator power has to be backed up by spacecraft power 
because the concentrator may be off at some t h e  during its operation. Also, 
because of concentrator load requirements and power characteristics, some f o m  
of power conditioning with isolation must usually be used between the concen- 
trator and the load. 
i 
Both of the above approaches can be accomplishecl by series or parallel methods I 
(i.e., series means adding the voltage from the concentrator to the spacecraft 
voltage and parallel means adding the currents). In order to determine which 
approach to take a complete analysis of the specific application n u t  be made. 
This study should include evaluation of the following. 
1. What device (or total subsystem) to be powered. I 
2. Series or parallel methods. I 
3. Variation in concentrator power (voltage variations as well as load 
current variations). 
4. Efficiencies of the DC/DC converter and power control needed between 
the concentrator modules and the load being powered. 
5. Weight added compared with weight saved. 
6 ,  Reliability. 
7. Spares. 
Although the idea of wasting power (i.e., converting it to heat) is basically 
opposed to normal procedures in spacecraft designs, care must be taken to be 
sure that the use of this power results in a true system savings when the 
overall picture is analyzed. 
1 
Humidity Controller i 
The modules used in electrochemical CO concentrating subsystems such as the CX- ! 
1, CX-6 and CS-6 require proper moistuge balance to prevent cell flooding or dry 
out. A n  electronic circuit was designed, fabricated and tested with the CX-1 
subsystem which provided automatic control of module moisture balance. The 
control operates to maintain a constant temperature difference (AT) between the ; 
dew point temperature (DPT) of the incoming process air and the dry bulb temper- 
ature (DBT) of the process air leaving the module. - i Z 
Figure 55 is a functional block diagram of the humidity control system. 
The DPT signal from dew point sensor DP1 is added to a AT signal from manual set 
point potentiometer P1. This sum DPT + AT is compared with the DBT signal from 
temperature sensor TS1 and used to control the cooling blower such that if DET 
is above DPT + AT, the blower is on and if DBT is below DPT + AT, the blower is 
off. Thus, the control will operate to satisfy the following relationship: 
DBT = DPT + AT (1) 
or 
DBT - DPT = AT 
This shows that the difference between module dry bulb temperature imd process- 
air-in dew point temperature will be held at a constant value as set on the 
manual set point potentiometer. Electrical hysteresis (intentionally added) and 
system thermal lags serve to prevent rapid cycling of the cooling blower. 
SUMMARY OF SSP CONVERSION ACTIVITIES 1 
The electrochemical CO removal technique was selected as baseline for the Air 
REvitalitation Group (&G) of the SSP. Subsequently, the concept demonstrated 
with the one-man subsystem (CX-1) and with the CX-6 was chosen by NASA as the 
primary SSP C02 Collection Subsystem. 
A second six-man subsystem (CS-6) was subsequently designed and fabricated 
according t o  updated SSP design specifications and philosophies (4 ~ 5 )  . A de- 
tailed description of the CS-6 development activities is presented in Reference 
A 
Mechanical Design and Packaging I 
The mechanical design of the CS-6 is functionally similar to that of the CX-6. 
The subsystem is constructed using the same electrochemical modules as tested in 

the CX-6, but expanded from 90 to 96 cells for performance derating and to allow 
for ins? tu cell maintenance. The remaining subsystem hardware is fabricated 
from new materials. The LRU concept is again used, Where applicable, con- 
ponents comon to other SSP subsystems are lised. This Mcomm~nalitytf concept 
reduces the total number of spares for the SSP. Table 18 lists the LRUs of the 
CS-6, Packaging of the subsystem evolved through a series of Design Reviews and 
the use of full size subsystem mock-ups. 
Figures 56 and 57 are photographs of the fron', and rear views of the CX-6 with 
the locations of the major LRUs indicated. Figure 56 shows the CS-6 with a 
Ground Support Panel installed for testing without the SSE! s computer. The 
overall size of the CS-6 is 1.51 m (5.0 A) in height by 0.69 m (2.3 ft) in 
width by 0.71 m (2.3 ft) in depth. The resultilig volume is 0.73 m3 (26.5 ft ). 
The CS-6 weighs 368 kg (809 lb) for a packaging density of 497 kg/m3 (33.5 
lb/ft3). Efforts to optimize subsystem weight were given secondary emphasis. 
Primary emphasis was placed on maintainability . 
Electronic Design and Packaging 
The CS-6 is designed to interface with two computdr systems: Acceptance Checkout 
E-ipment (ACE) located at Johnson Space Center and Information Management 
System (IMS) located at Marshall Space Flight Center. 
All electronics within the CS-6 are incorporated into two electronics enclosures 
called the Primary Controller and the Emergency Controller. The purpose of the 
Primary Controller is to control all parameters critical to the operation of the 
subsystem; to configure the subsystem in response to mode commands from ACEIIMS; 
to automatically shut down the subsystem for time critical parameters; to inter- 
face with ACEIIMS for component overrides used in Fault Detection and Isolation 
Analysis (FDIA) routines; and to process sensor information for presentation to 
ACE/ IMS . 
The purpose of the Emergency Controller is to shut down the subsystem should the 
Primary Controller or ACEIIMS via the Primary Controller fail to do so when 
subsystem operation is out-of-tolerance or when safety conditions warrant sub- 
system shutdown. 
Operating Modes 
The ~ ~ 1 6  has five modes of operation: normal, dump, stsndby, shutdown and purge. 
The first mode of operation, normal mode, is one in which the subsystem is 
operating in a normal fasion similar to the CX-6, but with the H and CO exhaust 
from the CS-6 vented tr the CO reduction subsystem. In the d& mode t3e CS-6 
is operating with the H and ~6 exhaust vented to vacuum. In the standby mode 
the CS-6 is not operatizg but i$ standing by for a command to go back into 
operation. This mode !? used in cyclic (dark side of earth orbit) operation. 
In the purge mode the CS-6 is continually being purged to vacuum with N . The 
final mode of operation is the shutdown mode. This mode places the CS-8 itrto a 
shutdown condition. Even though the subsystem is shut down, data is continually 
being sent to the data management system. 
Module. E1s:tncnemical 
TABLE 18 CS-6 LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS 
Blower, Process ~\ir 
Blower, Cooling Air 
Sensor, Process Air 
Valve, Shutoff, tlectric, Hanual 
Override 
Valve, Shutoff, Eilectric , Manual 
Override 
Mounting, H Flow Sensor 4 
~istributioi Block 
Val~:e, Regulator, Backpres:;ure 
Sensor, Pressure 
Sensor, Coc.busti.ble Gas 
Controller, Pri nary 
Controller , Emwgency 
Unit, Data Acquisition 
Mounting, L o w  Transistors 
Valve, Shutoff, Manual 
SSP Itam "'.y . 
No. Req .= 
SSP 
Csmonal i ty 
- 
LRUs 
Proce~s 
Elower 
hound Suppoi 
Panei 
Process Air 
Shutoff Valve 
Electronic 
Controllers 
FIGURE 56 CS-6 (FROKT VIEW) 
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CS-6 Testing 
The CS-6 was subjected to subsystem shakedown tests, a 102-hour Des~gn Verifi- I 
cation Test (DVT), a series of parametric tests for use in a computerized mathe- ! i 
matical model, and, prior to shipment to NASA JSC, a 100-hour continuous Acceptance i 
Test. All testing was successfully capleted with the CS-6 exceeding the design 
C02 r w v a l  efficiency by 6% and the electrical efficiency (cell voltage) by 
25%. The CS-6 has been delivered to NASA JSC for integration into an ARG. ! 
CONCWSIONS 
The following conclusions are a direct result of this development. 
1. A six-man, self-contained engineering prototype CO concentrating 
subsystem (CX-6) was successfully operated for a tkal of 209 days. - i 
2. The six-man subsystem is capable of retovi 6.0 kg/d (13.2 lb/day) of 
"t 
i 
COZ from air having a pC02 level of 4 0  N/m (3 r Hg). 
3. The concept used to manifold process and cooling air for 45 cells in 
parallel resulted in equal flow distribution. 
4. The CX-6 is capable of operating with and without internal humidifiers. I ; 
5. A major contribution to successful operation is the identification of 
out-of-tolerance operating conditions before shutdown to enable identi- 
fication of the fault before performance delsradation occurred, i.e., 
trend analysis. 
6. The control and monitoring instxumentation provided fail-safe condi- 
tions for unattended operation. 
7. The CX-6 is capable of operating with SSP C02 Collection Subsystem 
interface specifications. 
1 
8. A second six-man, self-contained CO Concentrating Subsystem (CS-6) I 
was fabricated according to SSP spe$if ications aad successfully demon- 
strated design expectation by exceeding CO terava? and electrical ! 
efficiencies during subsystem DVT and a 106-hour Acceptance Test. 
9. Life Systemst electrodes demonstrated successful operation for 245 
days (scheduled termination) in a three-cell unit and for 224 days 
(209 days in CX-6 plus 15 days in CS-6) in a 90 to % cell subsystem. I 
10. Carbon dioxide removal and electrical efficiency levels and variations 
as a function of subsystem operating parameters were equal to those 
established for the one-nan subsystem under Contract NAS2-6118. 
11. The standby electrical power capability of the GSA protected against 
five molnentary power interruptions and thereby increased subsystem 
mean-time-between-shutdowns. 
12. Electrical insit~ cell maintenance is an effective mans of mducing 
subsystem spares .nd maintaining subsystem perfoxmace. 
13. Knowledge of water vapor pressures above rquaars solutions of Cs CO 
as a fmction of t-ture and coslcmtration allowed &finitid of 
operating tolerances and limits. 
14. fhe materials of construction for the CX-6 baseline cells showed no 
signs of deterioration during the 245 days of three-cell . ?it oper- 
ation. (All but 76 days of operation were w i t h  baseline polysulfone.) 
15. The postparametric test activities on the ate--, 15-cell mdule 
following the total test p r o m  conducted Mder NAS2-6118 (278 days 
of total operation except for electmdes which operated for 361 Qys) 
sham3 no 0 r ~ a l  efficiency degndrtiun d only 8 0.15-volt drop 
in average chl voltage. 
16. An analysis for NO axxi SO in the cell matrix electrolyte of the aria- 
M subsystem aftd 180 dafs of operation sh- no buildup of these 
species (either due to ambient air or products of cambustian )ra the 
one-ran ocus). 
17. A series of parallel technology activities provided for the successful 
developent of the CX-6 and CS-6 and helped to brcmden the technology 
base on which the electrochemical C02 removal concept is based. 
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APPENDIX A TYPICAL LRU SPECIFICATION, 
BU)WER, COOLING AIR, LRU NO. 296 
The blrwer wves refrigerated air OVC- the external fins of the electrochemica? 
rodule . 
I3e blauer is a centrifugal tjrpe with a direct coupled motor. It is foot- 
mxmted and has quick connect inlet and outlet flanges for ease of maintenance. 
It is a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) . 
DESIGN DATA 
Performance Characteristics 
Norinal Angular Velocity, rad/s (rp) 
Reliability Data 
Faihre rate, per Hr 
MTBF, Hr 
Spares 
Physical Characteristics 
weight, kj Wi) 
VolURe, a 
Basic Configuration, cm (In) 
Material Characteristics 
Static pssure 
at 101 kN/m, (14.7 Psia) 
- 
In Water 
10.9 x 10i6 
0.09 x 10 
2 (180-day mission profile) 
See Attached Drawing No. 335 
4.90 (10.8) 
0.00464 (0.164) 
19.05 (7.5) dia x 25.15 (9.9) 
overall length 
A. Nonmetallic 
Black enamel paint, Fluorel L-3217 
B. Metallic 
Carbon steel, Cadmilnu, Aluminum 

-- - - 
Appendix A - continued 
Elect r ica l  Characteristics 
Power input, W 
Voltage, V 
Insulation 
Capacitor, vf 
Motor type 
INTERFACES 
Mechanical 
Elect r ica l  
Connector 
Mounting 
160 @ 0.094 m3/s (200 Scfm) 
115, 60 Hz, s ingle  phase 
Class F 
2.6 @ 330 VAC 
Induct ion 
See Drawing No. 335 
Amphenol No. M81511/01EA01P1 
Mounts t o  module backplate v ia  
four 114-20x1 hexhead cap screws 
and 1/4-20 hex nuts. Also mounts 
t o  cooling a i r  blower support 
bracket v ia  four 10-32x112 panhead 
screws. The support bracket mounts 
t o  the module backplate v ia  two 
114 -20x1 hexhead cap screws and 
1/4-20 hex nuts. 
ENV IRONMENT 
Cabin atmosphere 
MAINTENANCE LEVEL AND METHOD 
Replacement of the LRU i s  the first level of maintenance. 
Time Required: ~ 0 . 2  hour 
